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orientation angle for body: roll, pitch, and yaw  KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF WALKING MACHINE FOOT TRAJECTORY  
1. INTRODUCTION  
1.1 The Capabilities of Walking Machine  
Wheeled vehicles are the most successful transporta-
tion ever developed by man, e.g., car, trains, and bicycles  
which greatly extend the mobility of human beings. Though  
they are wildly used, their abilities are still limited by  
terrain. To work well, they require smooth prepared surfaces  
free of obstructions. Since only about 5n of the Earth's  
land surface is accessible to wheeled or tracked vehicles  
(Raibert 1986), another vehicle, the walking machine,  
deserves investigation.  
Walking machines or legged vehicles have better  
performance than wheeled or tracked vehicles in climbing  
stairs, clambering over terrain with steep slopes, coursing  
over rough surfaces, and in negotiating obstacles. In  
comparison with wheeled or tracked vehicles which use  
passive suspension, legged systems use active suspensions  
that decouple the path of body from the path of the feet  
(Raibert 1986, Kaneko et al. 1985). Thus the body of a  
walking machine can have a smoother trip even over difficult  
terrain. Other advantages, in contrast to wheeled and  
tracked vehicles, include decreased ground damage, and  2 
increased fuel efficiency (Song and Waldron 1989). It is  
also possible to use the walking machine's legs as secondary  
arms for gripping or digging, or as counter weights to  
restore an overturned body to its feet (Todd 1985). These  
capabilities make legged systems more useful in hazardous  
environments, underwater, and in space. These are the  
reasons for interest in the study of walking machines in  
recent years.  
1.2 Why Study Foot Trajectory of Walking Machine  
Before the walking machine may begin moving its legs,  
the proper foot trajectories must be designed so the feet  
can move to goal positions along the desired path and avoid  
barriers. It is much easier to plan the foot path in  
Cartesian coordinates than in joint coordinates for a  
manipulator with multiple degrees of freedom. In this way,  
the correct end-effector positions can be visualized. Since  
end-effector of manipulator is controlled by joint  
coordinates, the trajectory in Cartesian coordinates must be  
transformation into joint coordinates. This requires inverse  
kinematic equations.  
One major factor limiting the mobility of walking  
machine is the physical constraints of each joint actuator:  
torque or force, velocity, and acceleration limits. In order  
to avoid violating these constraints, not only path must be  
converted from Cartesian coordinates to joint coordinates  3 
but also the first and second derivatives of the path. In  
addition, a sharp change in joint acceleration will cause  
leg vibrations, errors in feedback control system, and  
wasting of energy. A properly designed foot trajectory can  
achieve desired position along planned path while minimizing  
acceleration. This leaves more of the capability of joint  
motors for increasing walking speed, dealing with obstacles,  
or travelling over irregular terrain.  
In this thesis several kinds of foot trajectories are  
tested for use in straight line locomotion. Various foot  
velocity profiles are investigated for use with these foot  
trajectories.  
1.3 Why Darkling Beetle was Chosen  
A great deal can be learned from animal locomotion and  
applied to designing walking machines. Since the only  
animals with multi-segmented articulated legs are  
vertebrates and arthropods, they are the only candidates for  
biological research in legged locomotion (Pedley 1977,  
Gewecke and Wendler 1985). Vertebrates have internal  
skeletons and sophisticated nervous systems, while  
arthropods have external skeletons and simple nervous  
systems. Arthropods, including insects, spiders, crabs and  
lobsters, have evolved the ability to deal with a wide  
variety of terrains for more than 600 million years (Fichter  
et al. 1987).  4 
Not all animals with jointed legs use these legs as  
their primary means of locomotion. The darkling beetle was  
selected for this study, because of its inability to fly or  
jump. They are commonly found in arid regions of the western  
U.S. and have body length of approximately 30 mm, a size  
large enough to make study practical.  
1.4 Organization of the study  
This thesis is divided into six chapters to analyze  
foot trajectory design for walking machines. The first part  
of chapter 2 presents a procedure for modeling legs of both  
darkling beetle and machine. The Denavit-Hartenberg model  
(D-H)  (Denavit and Hartenberg, 1955) is used to describe the  
linkage system of each leg. Then closed form solutions of  
inverse kinematic are derived to convert foot trajectory  
from Cartesian coordinates to joint coordinates (Craig  
1989) .  
Chapter 3 provides background for straight line  
locomotion to supply necessary parameters for trajectory  
planning. A method developed by Baek (1990) for 2n-legged  
animals or machines is introduced here to specify  
relationships between feet and body during locomotion and to  
design walking procedure.  
The approach to foot trajectory planning used in this  
study is described in chapter 4. Foot trajectory planning is  
separated into two procedures: path design and velocity  5 
profile design. Several methods and constraints in design  
procedures are discussed. Last part of this chapter presents  
the software development as part of this research.  
Selection of machine and walking parameters (body  
orientations, body height, foot positions etc.) is discussed  
at beginning of chapter 5. Several paths are interpolated by  
the 5th order polynomial to find the minimum required joint  
acceleration. Effects of body pitch are also presented here.  
Finally, a special velocity profile is developed to improve  
performance and to satisfy constraints.  
The final chapter discusses possible future study  
subjects related to this research.  6 
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF WALKING MACHINE  
2.1 Coordinate Systems for the Darkling Beetle  
In order to map foot trajectories planned in Cartesian  
coordinates to joint coordinates, the inverse kinematic  
equations are derived. Since the walking machine is based on  
the geometry of darkling beetle and approximately forty  
times the size of beetle (Foo 1992), the coordinate systems  
for the darkling beetle must be defined before deriving  
inverse kinematic equation.  
The body (B) and measuring (M) coordinate systems are  
shown in figure 2.1 (Foo 1992). Each leg of the beetle  
includes five segments  coax, trochanter, femur, tibia, and  :  
tarsus. The trochanter is assumed fused to the femur,  
because it has very limited motion relative to the femur.  
Thus, the coax-trochanter joint is referred to as the coax- 
femur joint. The tarsus is also neglected since it contacts  
the ground during walking and does not affect the overall  
leg movement. So each leg of the darkling beetle is modeled  
as three revolute joints in series like a RRR manipulator.  
The vectors z1,  z2, and z3 are axes for body-coax, coax- 
femur,and femur-tibia joints respectively. The global  
coordinate system (G) can be attached at any point on the  
ground as shown in figure 2.2.  
Figure 2.3 shows physical configuration of the six-leg  
walking machine. The machine body coordinate frame is  7 
femur_ 
3 466.4  R1  AI 
coxa 
i 
trochanter  tibia 6141E011110 
R2  amo, L2
Mx 
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Figure 2.1:  Ventral view of a darkling beetle (left), and  
close-up of the left middle leg showing segment  
names and joint axes.  
Figure 2.2:  Side view of a darkling beetle showing global,  
body, and measuring coordinate systems.  8 
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Figure 2.3: General posture of a 6 leg walking machine  
showing body coordinate with non-zero body  
pitch angle.  
defined the same as beetle's body coordinate frame with  
origin at center of mass and front of body in positive y- 
direction (Baek 1990). It is convenient to describe  
positions of feet in coordinate frame "R" which has axes  
parallel to global coordinates and origin at mass center of  
machine. Foot coordinate frame "F" also has axes parallel to  
global coordinates but has origin at the point where foot  
and ground contact when the step begins. During the foot  9 
trajectory, the foot moves relative to this coordinate  
frame.  
2.2 Derivation of Inverse Kinematic Equations  
In configuring a real time computer graphics simulation  
model, it is important to reduce the required run time. Even  
though computers can process millions of operations within  
one second, the trajectory transformation between Cartesian  
coordinates and joint coordinates is still a computationally  
intensive task and quite often leads to excessively long run  
time. One way to decrease processing time is to convert the  
path from Cartesian to joint space before going to the  
computer graphics display, but it needs large memory space  
and lacks flexibility. The other way is to minimize the  
required operations by simplifying inverse kinematic  
equations.  
Motion of machine body in space has six degrees of  
freedom: three rotations and three translations. The  
relationship between coordinate systems can be described by  
homogeneous transformation matrices. Transformation from "R"  
coordinate system to "B" coordinate system is  
= RoWy, 00 Rot(lx, 02) Rot(Rz, 03)  
where 01 is roll angle, 02 is pitch angle, and 03 is yaw  
angle. Since each leg is an RRR manipulator with base  10 
Bx  
Figure 2.4: Coordinate system of walking machine body and  
frame "0" (Axis x0 is parallel to plane Bx By).  
attached to the body, frame "0" has its axis along the body- 
coax axis (Craig, 1989)  (Fig. 2.4). Then the matrix used to  
transform from body coordinate system to frame "0" is  
c00  -900ca0  dx  geogoto  BTo   s00  cOocceo  cOosoto   dy  
0  sa0  ca0   dz  
0 0  0 1  
The dx, dy, dz,  00, and a0 are constants of the system  
(Table 2.1).  11 
Leg  Right  Right  Right  Left  Left  Left  
Front  Middle  Hind  Front  Middle  Hind  
d1 (mm)  50.0  90.0  115.0  -50.0  -90.0   -115.0  
dy (mm)  235.0  65.0  -60.0  235.0  65.0  -60.0  
dz (mm)  -100.0  -100.0  -100.0  -100.0  -100.0  -100.0  
00(deg)  90.0  60.0  45.0  90.0  60.0  45.0  
ao(deg)  -150.0  -150.0  -135.0  150.0  150.0  135.0  
Table 2.1 Body-coax joint positions of walking machine  
In this study, all six legs are RRR manipulator with  
the same inverse kinematic equations. Kinematic parameters  
for each leg are substituted when solving the equations. The  
general form of the homogenous transformation matrix for  
each link in term of D-H parameters  ( Craig 1989  )  is  
CO; sOi  0  a" 
"Ti  =  s Oi ca  CO, ca"  -sai4  scx
soi sa"  c01 5°4_1  ccy  coti_i 
0  0 0  1 
where 
i = 1,2,3 
cOi = cos Oi 
soi = sin O 
ca; = cos ozi 
sui = sin 'a, 
ai = the distance from zi to zi+1 measure along xi 
ai = the angle between zi and zo.1 measured about xi 
di = the distance from  to Xi  measure along zi 12 
Oi = the angle between x14 and xi measured about zi  
The link parameters for the right legs are given in table  
2.2, table 2.3, and table 2.4. The only variables are the  
joint angles 01,  02, and 03. Position of the center point of  
the tibia-tarsus joint (F in Fig. 2.4) is known in two  
coordinate frames, 3F in link-3 (tibia) reference frame and  
FF in the foot coordinate frame. The relation between the  
two is  
FF  Fm Rm  1m   =  °T1  2T3 3F  (2.1) R B 0  2 
The matrix used to transform from foot coordinate  
system to frame  "R" is  
1 0  0 -F,  
FTR =  0 1 0 F  
0  0 1  Fz  
0 0 0  1  
The Fx,Fy,Fz are the foot positions in frame "R"  Table 2.5  .  
is one set of initial foot positions.  
The equation (2.1) can be rearranged to put all knows  
on the left  
BT0-1  RTB-1  FTR-1 FF  °T1 IT2  2T3 3F  (2.2)  
or  
oF  or11  IT2  2T3 3F 
(2.3)  13 
Link  Link  Link  Link  Range of Motion 
(i)  Length  Twist la,  Offset  0,  (deg) 
a,  (mm)  (deg)  d,  (mm) 
1  0.00  -90  0.00  130  to -50 
2  300.00  0  0.00  35  to  -85 
3  250.00  0  0.00  -20  to  -160 
Table 2.2 Kinematic parameters for right front leg  
Link 
(i) 
Link 
Length 
ai  (mm) 
Link 
Twist ori 
(deg) 
Link 
Offset 
di  (mm) 
Range of Motion 
0  (deg) 
1  0.00  90  0.00  190 to 10 
2  350.00  0  0.00  85 to -35 
3  350.00  0  0.00  160 to 20 
Table 2.3 Kinematic parameters for right middle leg  
Link 
(i) 
Link 
Length 
Link 
Twist ai 
Link 
Offset 
Range of Motion 
Oi  (deg) 
ai  (mm)  (deg)  di  (mm) 
1  0.00  90  0.00  215 to 35 
2  450.00  0  0.00  85 to -35 
3  400.00  0  0.00  160 to 20 
Table 2.4 Kinematic parameters for right hind leg  14 
Leg  Right  Right  Right  Left  Left  Left  
Front  Middle  Hind  Front  Middle  Hind  
F, (mm)  150.0  300.0  75.0  -150.0  -300.0  -75.0 
Fy  (mm)  250.0  -10.0  -390.0  250.0  -10.0  -390.0 
F, (mm)  -600.0  -600.0  -600.0  -600.0  -600.0  -600.0 
Table 2.5 Initial foot positions of walking machine  
where 
of  BTO-1 RTB-1 Fm  -1  FF 
R 
Equation 2.3 is the kinematic equation for each leg.  
Position of foot in frame "0"  (°F)  in terms of position of  
foot in frame "F"  (FF = (F,,Fy,F,)) and other known  
quantities are given below.  
°F, =  c00 X'  + s00 Y' 
°Fy = -s0o cao X' +  c00  cao Y' + sao Z' 
=  s00 sci0  X'  c00  sac, Y'  +  cci0  Z' 
where 
X' = R1 (FF, + F) + R2  ( FFy  Fy)  +  R3 ( FF,  Fy )  d, 
Y' = R4 (FF, + F,)  + R5(FFy + Fy)  + R6 (FF, + F,)  dy  
Z'  =  127  (FF, + Fx)  +  R8 (FFy + Fy)  +  R9 (FF, + Fz)  dz 
R1 =  +  s4)1 s02 503 3 
R2 = c02 sck3  
R3 = -sch2 c03 +  sfloi c02 503  
R4 = -cck2 503 + schi s02 c03  
R5 = co51  cch3  15 
R6 = s02 s03 + scp, c02 sch3 
R7 = c01 s02  
R8 = -schl  
R9 = c01 c02  
Since all six legs are RRR manipulators for which joint axes  
1 and joint axes 2 intersect at right angles and axes 2 and  
3 are parallel, matrix equation (2.3) can be reduced to  
three nonlinear scalar equations with three unknowns 01,  02,  
and 03  
°F1 =  c01( a2c02  + a3c(02+03)  )  (2.4)  
°Fy  =  s0i( a2c02  + a3c(02+03)  )  (2.5)  
oFz  
(  a2s02 +  a3s (02+03)  )  (2.6)  
Square and sum equation 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 and simplify to  
get  
oF24.0F2.1.14,2-n2-a:  
x y  z COS03  
2a2 a3  
and  
sine3 = t V  1  cos% 
There are two solutions for 03  
03 = Atan2  (  sin03, cos83 )  16 
Square and sum equation 2.4 and 2.5 to get  
oFx2  oFy2   a3 c83 ) c62  a3s83 
Equation 2.6 can be rearranged as  
°Fz = a3s03c62 + ( a2 + a3c03 ) 
Solving above equations for s02 and c02 give  
±  °Fx + °F)! ( a2 + a3c03 ) + °Fza3se3
cos02 
( a2 + a3c63 )2  + ( a3s03 )2 
oFx + °F2 a3503  + °Fz( a2 + a3 c83 ) 
sin02  
(  a2 + a3c63 )2 + ( a3se3  )2 
Then the 02 is given  
( )  02 = Atan2  sin02, cos02  
This gives two solutions of 02 for each value of 03 depending  
on sign of the radical in equations for sin02 and cos02. From  
equation 2.4 and 2.5  17 
of 
easel  
a2c02  + a3c ( 62 + 03 ) 
of  
sine, 
a2c62  + a3c ( 02  + 63 ) 
And 01 is given  
01 = Atan2  (  sin01,  cos01  ) 
There is a solution for 01 only if a2c02  + a3c(02+03)  0. The 
sign of the radical in the equations for 02 also determines  
sign of a2c02  + a3c(02+03) thus distinguishing two solutions 
for 01.  
A total of four solutions are possible. For each of  
two values of 03, sign of the radical in the equations for 02  
is chosen giving the four solutions since this choice of  
sign also determines which of the two solutions for 01 is  
used. Only one of these possible solutions can be reached  
because of the limits on joint angles.  18 
3. STRAIGHT LINE LOCOMOTION  
3.1 Assumptions  
The simulation developed as part of this study 
implements a walking procedure developed by Baek (1990). 
This chapter is a summary of Baek's procedure. Since Baek 
considered only straight line walking that is all that is 
covered here too. Though there are three typical patterns of 
animal locomotion, walking, running, and jumping (Alexander 
1982), walking is the only subject in this study. For 
walking fl  must larger than 0.5. 
A complete walk can be simplified to two states,  
transient state (constant body linear acceleration) and  
steady state (constant body velocity). In both states, body  
coordinate frame is moving with respect to global coordinate  
frame. Symmetrical trapezoidal velocity profile for body is  
assumed (Fig. 3.1) since it is both practical and simplifies  
analysis.  
Step time, T, is time interval from foot lift-off from 
ground until the next time the same foot lifts-off ground. 
Leg swing time, Tw, is the time that foot is off ground. 
Duty factor,  fl,  (Baek 1990) is defined as 
7;  Ts, 
TS 19 
symmetrical 
velocity  
>-
A  
time  
Ts  2Ts  3Ts  4Ts 
Tw 
begin  end 
locomotion  standing  standing  
Figure 3.1: Body velocity profile and gait diagram for 
N = 4,  NF =  2, and fl  = 0.833. 
Considering Fig. 3.1, each step consists of several sub- 
steps. The number of sub-steps depends on the number of feet  
moving at the same time. A factor, Ns, is introduced here to  
represent the total number of sub-steps.  
6 Ns  
NF 
Then time interval from foot lift-off from ground until the  
next time foot lift-off, sub-step time, can be written as  20 
Ts 
Tsith 
NS 
Leg phase difference is the reciprocal of Ns by which the  
lift-off of one leg from ground lags behind the lift-off of  
the previous leg. Leg phase is assumed constant. For a six- 
leg walking machine, leg phase difference, 4),  is  
Three possibilities to move legs in a six-legged walking  
machine during locomotion are (1) move three legs at the  
same time (leg phase difference 180 degree),  (2) move one  
pair of legs at a time (leg phase difference 120 degree),  
and (3) move one leg at a time (leg phase difference 60  
degree). Only periodic gaits are consider. Both duty factor  
and leg swing time are assumed constant for all legs and  
during the complete walk. In order to keep constant leg  
phase during locomotion, 0 must larger than or equal (1-C.  
3.2 Walking Procedure Design  
In walking procedure design, the number of feet moving  
at the same time (NF), total walking distance (DK), desired  
body velocity (VB), maximum foot acceleration (AF), and duty  
factor (a), need to be indicated by user. The relationships  
between these parameters are summarized below (see Baek,  21 
1990 for derivations). When NF is chosen, the minimum 0 is  
13.1..  = 1 
then the required minimum AF can be given as  
4  
+  Pmh  ) 
( 1  + Pmin.)2  
AF min.  
Dws  
where D is the maximum work space of leg along walking  
direction and can be found by determining the boundary of  
the foot work space. When AF is selected by user, the  
available work space for walking is  
v  
Dub = Dws  
AF  
and the maximum  is  
Amax. = 1  + 2( K  IK2 +K ) 
where K is a dimensionless factor  
K  
AF Dub 
After /3 is selected by user, the maximum step length is  
given as  22 
D. 
Ds.F 
Shape factor, M,  (Baek, 1990) is defined as  
413K  
For walking, M*K must less than or equal 0.125.  
For straight line locomotion during steady state, 
distance body moves in one step (DSB), and distance foot 
moves in one step, step length (Du), must be equal to have 
a periodic gait. It is assumed that machine body accelerates 
in one step in this study to simplify analysis. Then, the 
DSB  in transient state is half of the DSB in steady state 
(Fig. 3.1). Assuming it takes N steps for machine to walk  
total distance, DK, the total steps can be calculated  as  
D,
N = CEIL(  ) + 1  (3.1) 
DSB 
where the function CEIL gives the next larger integer if  
fractional part is non-zero. Since N must be an integer, DSB  
is adjusted  
DK 
DSB  (3.2) 
N 1 
Then step time (TS) and leg swing time (T,) can be found as  23 
DsB  (3.3) 
Ts 
VB 
and  
=  Ts( 1  (3 )  (3.4)  
because body velocity and duty factor have been given by  
user. The parameters used to plan foot trajectory during the  
steady state, DSF  (DSF = Du) and T, are decided.  
Now consider transient state, since step time and duty  
factor are assumed unchange during locomotion, the only  
parameter that needs to be determined is step length. Only  
half of body velocity profile need be considered because of  
symmetry (Fig. 3.1). Body acceleration is  
VB 
AB 
Ts 
For walking procedure design, it is important to know  
distance machine body moves during periods when some feet  
are off the ground and periods when all feet are on the  
ground. To calculate distance body moves during these  
periods, integer j is introduced for the sub-step number  
during a walk (Fig. 3.2). Area Aj is the distance body  
travels with all feet on the ground in the jth sub-step and  
area Bj is the distance body moves with feet off the ground  24 
velocity  
VB 
time  
Ts  j Ts  
Ns  Ns  
Figure 3.2: Distance body travels during transient state  
when feet off the ground (B) or when all feet on  
the ground (j%)  .  
in the jth sub-step. For acceleration state and steady state,  
velocity at the end of period with feet off the ground in  
the jth sub-step is  
(3.5)  V = ( (j-1 )-1 +  )  AB  
Ns  
and velocity at the end of sub-step j is  
V = j  AB  (3.6)  Ns  25 
For deceleration state (j>(N-1)*NO, velocity at the end of  
period with feet off the ground in the jth sub-step is  
(3.7)  Vff = (jl  -N15  +T,) AB 
and velocity at the end of sub-step j is  
/  Ts 
V- = j  AB  (3.8)
Ns 
where  
j/ = N * Ns  j 
Then Bi can be obtained by  
Tw 
B.  J+ 
V. )
2  -1  (3.9) 
For acceleration and steady states, substitute equation  
(3.5) and (3.6) into equation (3.9) and simplify,  
B.  ( 2( j-1 )  + Tw )
2  Ns 
For deceleration state, substitute equation (3.7) and (3.8)  
into equation (3.9) and simplify,  
( ( 2ji -1 )  + T  ) B.=  Ns w 26 
Also, Aj can be expressed as fellows:  
(3.10) 
A.=
1
(  T ) (  + ) 
2  Ns  w 
For acceleration and steady states, substitute equation  
(3.5) and (3.6) into equation (3.10) and simplify,  
A.	  T
A.  ( T ) ( ( 2j  + Tw )
2 Ns w	  Ns 
For deceleration state, substitute equation (3.7) and (3.8)  
into equation (3.10) and simplify,  
AB	  Ts A.	  ( Ts  Tw ) ( 2j1  + Tw )  
2  Ns  Ns  
Then movement of body for jth sub-step can be found  
DSBj  = Aj  B.; 
The step length of jth sub-step in steady state and transient  
state can be described by equation below for the foot  
placement  
J  
DSFj  NS Bj  E  Ai  
i=j+1 Ns 
where A = 0, if i s 0. Now all required parameters for foot  
trajectory planning are determined.  27 
4. TRAJECTORY PLANNING FOR WALKING MACHINE  
4.1 Algorithm  
A foot trajectory is defined as the time history of  
foot position from foot lift-off to foot touch-down. Any  
curve, e.g., straight line, half-ellipse, connecting these  
locations is called a path. The same path can be  
interpolated by a variety of velocity profiles to generate a  
sequence of foot positions and velocities at specified time  
intervals to control the machine leg. In order to generate  
desired foot trajectories, user must specify path and  
velocity profile to trajectory planner. The given path  
endpoints can be indicated in either joint space or  
Cartesian space, but they are usually specified in Cartesian  
coordinates because it is easier to check the correct foot  
position by eye in Cartesian coordinates than in joint  
coordinates. It is also easier to specify a set of  
interpolation points or knot points in Cartesian coordinates  
than in joint coordinates.  
A basic algorithm for generating Cartesian trajectories  
is described below (Fu 1987):  
t = to  
loop  Wait for next internal  :  
t = t + At  
H(t) = foot position at time t in Cartesian space  28 
Q[H(t)] = Joint solution corresponding to H(t)  
if t = tf then exit:  
goto loop  
where At is the time period between two control points for  
the machine leg. Inverse kinematic equations are used here  
to convert the Cartesian positions H(t) to their  
corresponding joint solutions, Q[H(t)]. Two common  
approaches used to plan trajectory function H(t) are  
introduced here to plan foot trajectory. The first one  
requires specifying a path that the manipulator must follow  
by an analytical function, e.g., a half-ellipse path in  
Cartesian space, and the trajectory planner approximates the  
desired trajectory by selected velocity profile. In the  
second method, a set of constraints on position, velocity,  
and acceleration at selected locations is specified along  
the path in Cartesian space. The trajectory planner then  
selects a parameterized trajectory from a class of  
polynomial functions to plan path segments between two  
selected locations. No matter which method is used, the  
resulting trajectories should be smooth with a short  
computation time. A smooth function must be continuous and  
have continuous first and second derivatives. In this study  
the first approach is used because the chosen paths have  
simple equations. When planning a path whose shape can be  
defined by straight lines, e.g., rectangular or, trapezoidal  
path, the second approach is easy to use and efficient.  29 
4.2 Variation of Path  
In this thesis only paths in the vertical plane  
parallel to the direction of motion, i.e., parallel to the  
y-z plane are considered. Hence, the x coordinate of each  
foot position remains constant at all time. After the step  
lengths are determined by the procedures presented in  
chapter 3, the initial and goal foot positions are  
calculated for each step. Though there are an infinite  
number of paths connecting two points in space, only a few  
of them can be used as foot trajectories by legged systems.  
Three major constraints considered are (1) machine foot must  
be lifted high enough above ground during foot swing time,  
(2) path must have vertical tangent at each endpoint to  
prevent foot sliding on ground at lift-off and touch-down,  
and (3) path and its first and second derivative are  
continuous. Three different paths, rectangle, half-ellipse,  
and trochoid were chosen for this study.  
Rectangle (Fig. 4.1) is frequently used as a path  
because it is symmetrical and easy to specify. Since the  
first derivative of a rectangular path is discontinuous at  
the corners, rounded edges should be generated by using  
arcs. However, the second derivative of this path is still  
discontinuous. This can be partly compensated for by  
decreasing foot velocity when travelling around these  
corners.  30 
1 
(a)   (c)  
(b)  (d)  
Figure 4.1: Rectangular paths with different rounded  
edge radius.  (a) r = 0,  (b)  r = 0.33hp,  
(c) r = 0.66hp,  (d) r = hp  .  
Continuous first and second derivatives are the main  
reason that half-ellipse path is chosen. Also, because it is  
symmetric and easy to produce.  
In order to simulate the foot path of beetle (Fig 4.2),  
a class of trochoid equations is used (Fichter 1978).  
Assuming the step length is DSF, the trochoid equation is  
Y= d cos 6+  u d cos ( -26) 
Z = d sin 0 + u d si n(-20)
4 31 
> 
(a)  Direction of motion 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 4.2:  Foot trajectory of beetle (a) front leg  
(b) middle leg (c) hind leg (from video tape  
of walking beetle (Fichter, unpublished)).  
u=0.2  u=0 
u=0.6  u=-0.4 
u=1  u=-0.8 
Figure 4.3:  Trochoidal path. The value of u is given  
below each curve.  32 
where 
d = 
2  
u between ± 1  
0 between n and 2n  
The Y value is between ± d, and the Z value is between 0 and  
d. When desired maximum foot elevation, hF, is not equal to  
d, the Z value can be adjusted to desired magnitude by using  
a scale factor F, where  
hF
F d  
When u = 0, the trochoid degenerates to a half-ellipse.  
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the foot trajectories of darkling  
beetle and several trochoids with different u. The front leg  
and hind leg trajectories of beetle are similar to  a  
trochoidal path with u = 0.6.  
4.3 Variation of Velocity Profiles  
The velocity profiles design in this section are used  
to determine the foot velocity along the desired path. The  
constraints in velocity profile design are (1) the foot  
velocity and acceleration must be zero at initial and final  
foot location,  (2) the acceleration profile (derivative of  33 
velocity profile) is continuous. Before the polynomial  
equation is described, it is convenient to introduce a  
normalized time variable, tC[0,1], to treat various foot  
swing times by the same equation. The normalized time  
variable is defined:  
t: normalized time variable, tC[0,1]  
Tw: foot swing time.  
Trwd: real time from 0 to Tw.  
Treat 
t  
Tw  
Assuming the initial foot position is Po and path  
length is L, a 5th order polynomial is  
H(t) = at5 + bt4 + ct3 + dt2 + et + f  
where the constraints are given as:  
H(0) = f = Po  
H(0) = e = 0  (initial velocity = 0)  
H(0) = d = 0  (initial acceleration = 0)  
H(1) =a+b+c+d+e+f=L+ f  
H(1) = 5a + 4b + 3c = 0  (final velocity = 0)  
ii(1)  = 20a + 12b + 6c = 0  (final acceleration = 0)  
The constraints produce a set of three equations in three  
unknowns a,b, and c. Solving these equations gives  34 
H(t) =  (  6t5  15t4 + 10t3 )* L + Po  
for position along the foot trajectory. Then velocity  
profile is given as  
H(t) = 30( t4  2t3 + t2   )  
The advantage of this polynomial is it tends to minimize  
acceleration. A symmetrical shape velocity profile shown in  
Fig. 4.4 is generated.  
The acceleration of a 5th order polynomial equals zero  
when t = 0.5. Adding one more constraint to specify that at  
the time t', acceleration is equal to zero, results in a 6th  
order polynomial  
H(t) = at6 + bt5 + ct4 + dt3 + et2  + ft + g  
where the constraints are given as:  
H(0) = g   Po  
H(0)  =  f =  0  (initial velocity=0)  
H(0)  =  e =  0  (initial acceleration=0)  
H(1)  =a+b+c+d+e+f+g=L+ g  
H(1)  =  6a + 5b + 4c + 3d = 0  (final velocity=0)  
H(1)  =  30a  + 20b + 12c +6d = 0  (final acceleration=0)  
H(t') = 30at'4 + 2Obt'3 + 12ct'2 + 6dt'  = 0  
(acceleration=0 at time t')  
The constraints produce a set of four equations in four  35 
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Figure 4.4:	  5th polyonmial symmetrical velocity profile  
with maximum velocity = 1.875L and maximum  
acceleration = 5.625L.  
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Figure 4.5:	  6th polyonmial asymmetrical velocity profile  
with maximum velocity = 2.074L at t'= 0.4  
and maximum acceleration = 7.680L.  
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Figure 4.6:	  Trapezoidal velocity profile.  36 
unknowns a, b, c, and d. Solving these equations gives a 6th  
order polynomial for position along the foot trajectory and  
an asymmetrical velocity profile (Fig. 4.5). Solution for  
parameters a, b, c, and d is given in appendix A.  
Arbitrary shape velocity profiles can be designed by  
adding constraints to solve higher order polynomial  
equations. However, higher order polynomials may not be as  
smooth as lower order ones. An alternative is to split the  
whole path into several path segments so different lower  
order polynomials can be employed on each segment. Various  
methods used in designing joint trajectories or cam profiles  
can be used to plan desired velocity profiles. These  
approaches can be found in publications about robotics or  
cam design. As an example of this approach, a 4-3-4  
polynomial (Fu 1987) which is shown in Fig. 4.6  generates a  
trapezoid-like velocity profile. The polynomial equations  
for this method are listed in appendix B.  
4.4 Development of Software  
In order to provide an environment to analyze legged  
system locomotion, a program written in Microsoft Quick C.  
was developed. The capabilities of this program include:  (1)  
changing physical configurations, i.e., body orientations,  
foot positions, leg parameters, etc.,  (2) simulating the  
machine locomotion for selected foot trajectory,  (3)  
selecting stepping sequence to avoid leg collisions  when  37 
legs swing,  (4) displaying the relative positions of feet  
and body graphically for transient and steady states,  (5)  
presenting the joint path, velocity, and acceleration for  
steady and transient states as graphic models, and (6)  
producing output files for selected path in both Cartesian  
and joint spaces for each leg. Basic operating instructions  
for this program are listed in appendix C. Source code is in  
appendix D.  
There are three major functions of this program. The  
first function changes the physical configurations of the  
machine. The second major function simulates machine  
locomotion, which includes capabilities (2) to (5) listed  
above. The graphics display presents three views of the  
machine (front, side, top), and a control panel (Fig. 4.7).  
The user is required to choose locomotion method, body  
velocity, maximum foot acceleration, total walking distance,  
and duty factor. Then by using the procedure introduced  in  
chapter 3, the parameters used to describe the relationship  
between foot and body (step time, foot swing time, and step  
length along walking direction) are determined. Using these  
parameters and the trajectory indicated by the user, the  
trajectory planner generates the desired trajectory  in both  
Cartesian coordinates and joint coordinates for each leg.  
Then machine locomotion is simulated on the screen. In this  
model, relative motion between machine body and six legs can  
be observed. The shape of foot trajectory, with respect to  
body frame, can also be plotted on the screen. The third  38 
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Figure 4.7: Screen views of the walking machine  
generated by software with body pitch angle  
-15 degree.  
major function of this program outputs the selected path in  
separate files in both Cartesian and joint spaces for each  
leg. These files can be used to analyze the relationship  
between foot trajectories and the required joint  
acceleration during machine walking. The output files  can  
serve as an input data file for commercial software in order  
to plot the path, velocity, and acceleration in either  
Cartesian or joint space.  
The number of iterations used to interpolate the  
indicated trajectory affects accuracy. While a greater  
number of iterations can increase accuracy, additional  39 
iterations can also slow down the process. The number of  
knot points also influences the accuracy of the approach.  
Based on the same distance along a path, more knot points  
will improve accuracy, but at the cost of longer operation  
time. However, a coarse mapping saves time but sacrifices  
accuracy. Thus, for a path segment with a small curvature,  
or for a straight line, fewer knot points may be used so  
that the path still can be accurately mapped. On the other  
hand, more knot points may be used for a path segment  with  
a large curvature to improve accuracy. However, limited by  
processing time and graphics resolution, only 120 knot  
points are employed in each step, and the time interval  
between two knot points remains constant. But for the output  
files, in order to provide more accuracy, 480 knot points  
are printed for each step.  40 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
5.1 Introduction  
The purpose of this study is to improve understanding  
of the relationship between foot trajectory planned in  
Cartesian coordinates and the same trajectory in joint  
coordinates. However, several factors, such as body  
orientation (4'1,02,03), body height (hB)  ,  and initial foot  
positions (Fx,Fy,Fz) have significant effects on this  
relationship. It is necessary to confine these factors in  
advance because all three factors affect the initial joint  
angles. Since the maximum available rotation range of each  
joint is fixed, the value of initial joint angle determines  
the available work space of each leg for a forward and  
backward swing. This discussion begins with locomotion at  
constant body height above ground and all body orientation  
angles (pitch, roll, and yaw) equal to zero. Next the  
effects of changing body pitch are considered.  
There are an infinity of combinations of body  
orientations, body height, and initial foot positions that  
can be used to study the relationship between foot  
trajectory in Cartesian coordinates and in joint  
coordinates. Selecting foot positions for this study is a  
critical issue. Parameters used in this study (Table 2.5)  
are based on research into walking with the machine  
described earlier (Foo, unpublished). Figure 4.7 illustrates  41 
posture defined by these parameters. To fully describe a  
walk, several parameters are required: Dk,  DSF, VB,  fl,  To Tw, 
and hF. Their relationships were discussed in chapter 3. The 
value of the parameters used in this study are given below 
Number of feet moving at  3  
same time (NO  
Total Walking Distance  (DO  420.00  mm  
Maximum Step Distance  (Dn)  140.00  mm  
Body Velocity (VB)  10.00 mm/sec  
Duty Factor (0)  0.70  
Maximum Foot Elevation  (hF)  20.00  mm  
Table 5.1 Parameters used to describe machine  
locomotion.  
From equation 3.1 total number of steps (N) can be  
calculated:  
N = CEIL(  ) +  1  = CEIL(  420  ) + 1  = 4 
DSB  140 
and DSB is adjusted so that  
Dx  420  140 
SB N  4 -1 1 
Then, step time (TS) and leg swing time (Tw)  can be found by  
using equation 3.3 and 3.4  42 
DSB  140 
14  7; 
VB  10 
and  
Tx =  Ts( 1  (3  ) = 14 * 0.3 = 4.2 
Since DSF  must be equal to DsB for periodic gait, three 
parameters related to foot trajectory design, DSF,  71,, and  
hp, are decided.  
In order to apply the same foot trajectory planned for  
one leg to the other five legs, it is advantageous to design  
the foot trajectories with respect to foot coordinate system  
rather than to global coordinate system. For trajectories in  
joint space, in addition to a smooth and continuous joint  
acceleration, an equal maximum-joint-acceleration in both  
positive and negative directions is preferred. This  
requirement assumes that each joint actuator has the same  
acceleration capability in both directions.  
At the beginning of this study, a half-ellipse path and  
5th order polynomial equation are used to generate a basic  
trajectory. Then, several combinations of paths and velocity  
profiles introduced in chapter 4 are used to study the  
relationship between foot trajectory and required joint  
acceleration. Special velocity profile, discussed at the end  
of this chapter, is employed to improve performance  or  
satisfy joint constraints.  43 
5.2 Basic Foot Trajectory  
A half-ellipse path (Fig. 5.1) is used as the basic  
path in this study because it has continuous first and  
second derivatives as well as symmetrical shape. In order to  
find the minimum required joint acceleration for this path,  
the 5th order polynomial velocity profile (Fig. 5.2) is  
selected. Since foot trajectory is designed with respect to  
foot coordinate frame and the same foot trajectory is  
applied to all six legs, the velocity and acceleration in  
Cartesian coordinates (Fig. 5.3) are same for all six legs.  
Only joint velocity and acceleration of the right legs are  
represented because machine is designed right and left  
symmetrically. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 display velocity and  
acceleration for a half-ellipse trajectory in joint space  
with different body pitch angle for front, middle, and hind  
legs. Velocity and acceleration in both Cartesian and joint  
spaces is plotted with respect to time in this chapter to  
discuss the relationships between trajectory in both  
Cartesian and joint spaces. Velocity or acceleration vector  
in Cartesian space can be displayed by plotting vertical  
velocity or acceleration with respect to horizontal one.  
These figures are shown in appendix E.  44 
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Figure 5.1:	  Half-ellipse path with step length 140mm.  
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Figure 5.2:	  5th polynomial velocity profile with Ts = 4.2  
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Figure 5.3:	  Foot velocity and acceleration (with unit  
mm/sec and mm /sect in same number scale) of  
half-ellipse trajectory in horizontal (Y)  
and vertical (Z) directions.  10 
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Figure 5.4:  Joint-1 (thick), joint-2 (thin), and joint-3  
(dotted) velocity and acceleraction of half- 
ellipse trajectory with body pitch angle = 0.  47 
From Fig. 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 several observations can be  
made:  
1. Since both path and velocity profile used to generate  
this foot trajectory are symmetrical, velocity and  
acceleration in Cartesian space are symmetrical.  
2. Only the joint velocity and acceleration of the front leg  
is symmetrical when body pitch equals zero. This is  
because the joint axis of the front leg is in the plane  
of symmetry of the Cartesian foot trajectory.  
3. The shapes of joint velocity and acceleration are  
similar for all legs since they are of the same type RRR  
manipulator with different linkage parameters. The  
middle and hind leg require lower joint velocity and  
acceleration than front leg because the link length of  
front leg is the shortest of the three legs.  
4. Body pitch has a significant effect in changing the  
magnitude and shape of joint velocity and acceleration of  
front leg but only has slight effect to middle and hind  
legs.  
5. Front leg has a maximum difference between the magnitude  
of positive joint acceleration and the magnitude of  
negative joint acceleration.  
When the body pitch angle equals zero, smooth joint  
accelerations are advantages of this foot trajectory, but  
unequal maximum-joint-acceleration in positive and negative  
directions is a disadvantage. Large accelerations require  
large motors; therefore, in this case, it would be better to  48 
decrease the magnitude of negative joint acceleration and  
increase the magnitude of positive joint acceleration. This  
situation can be improved by pitching the body properly.  
Since foot trajectory is designed with respect to foot  
coordinate frame, body pitch affects only joint velocity and  
acceleration. Velocity and acceleration in Cartesian  
coordinates remain unchanged. Table 5.2 shows the maximum  
required joint acceleration in positive and negative  
direction for different body pitches. The maximum joint  
acceleration difference of each leg (Aa) is defined as  
Da = (+am) + (-am)  
where  
+a is the maximum acceleration of each joint in  
positive direction. +am is maximum of +a for all  
joints in a leg.  
-a is the maximum acceleration of each joint in  
negative direction. -am is maximum of -a for all  
joints in a leg.  
Body  0  -5  -10  -15  -20  
pitch  (deg  (deg)  (deg  (deg  (deg)  
Leg  +a  -a Da +a  -a Aa +a  -a Aa +a  -a Aa +a  -a Da 
Front  J1 10  10  12  12  11  14  10  14  8  13 
Leg  J2  9  5  6  3  6  4  6  5  7  6 
J3 12  19  31  10  13  25  8  11  26  7  10  24  7  10 21 
Middle J1  8  7  8  7  9  7  9  8  9  8 
Leg  J2  6  4  6  4  6  4  6  3  6  3 
J3  6  9  17  6  8  16  5  8  17  5  7  17  6  8  17 
Hind  J1  3  2  4  3  4  3  4  3  4  3 
Leg  J2  4  3  4  3  4  3  4  3  4  3 
J3  7  9  16  7  9  16  6  9  15  6  9  15  6  9  15 
Table 5.2 Maximum required joint acceleration for half- 
ellipse path with different body pitch angle.  49 
From table 5.2 certain observation can be made. First, body  
pitch affects only joint acceleration of front leg, but  not  
middle and hind legs. Second, when body pitch angle changes  
from 0 to -20 degrees, the range of joint-1 acceleration  
increases while the range of joint-3 acceleration decreases.  
Third as a result, Da decreases as body pitch angle becomes  
more negative since joint-3 acceleration decreases faster  
than joint-1 acceleration increases. Joint acceleration is  
most symmetrical about zero when body pitch equals -5  
degrees.  
From the observations above, it can be inferred that  
negative body pitch can be used to reduce maximum required  
joint acceleration and improve symmetry of joint  
acceleration about zero line for arbitrary trajectory only  
when maximum joint-3 acceleration is greater than maximum  
joint-1 acceleration. Positive body pitch angle is not  
included in this discussion since it violates linkage  
constraints of front leg.  
Since the foot trajectory in joint space is similar for  
all six legs and body pitch only significantly affects the  
front leg, the front leg was selected as a basic analytical  
subject for the remainder of this chapter. Though linkage  
parameters are different for each pair of legs, similar  
analytical procedures can be used for all pairs of legs.  50 
5.3 Variation of Path  
All foot trajectories discussed in this section are  
interpolated with the symmetrical velocity profile shown in  
Fig. 5.2 in order to find the minimum required joint  
acceleration. Figures 5.6 and 5.7  show path, velocity, and  
acceleration in both Cartesian and joint spaces for  
trochoidal trajectory with different u. The trochoidal  
trajectory will degenerate to a half-ellipse trajectory at  
u = 0.  
When u increases from 0 to 1, the highest point of foot  
trajectory is shifted forward in Cartesian coordinates. The  
magnitudes of maximum velocity and acceleration in both  
Cartesian and joint spaces are increased and their symmetry  
about zero line is decreased. From observations of the path  
in Cartesian coordinates, the foot velocity vector changes  
direction from vertical to horizontal more slowly between  
the beginning point and the highest point in y-z plane as u  
increases. On the other hand, a foot velocity vector changes  
direction more rapidly between the highest point and the  
goal point in y-z plane as u increases. A sharp direction  
change of foot velocity vector requires large velocity and  
acceleration changes in both Cartesian and joint  spaces. For  
this reason, a trochoidal path requires lower velocity and  
acceleration at the beginning, but higher velocity and  
acceleration at the end in both spaces for all joints as u  
varies from 0 to 1.  51 
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Considering the effect of body pitch upon these  
trajectories, table 5.3 shows the maximum required joint  
acceleration in positive and negative directions for  
different body pitches.  
Body  0  -5  -10  -15  -20  
pitch  (deg  (deg  (deg  (deg  (deg)  
u  +a  -a Aa +a  -a Aa +a  -a Aa +a  -a Aa +a  -a Aa 
J1 10  10  12  12  11  14  10  14  8  13 
0.00  J2  9  5  6  3  6  4  6  5  7  6 
J3 12  19  31  10  13  25  8  11 26  7  10  24  7  10 21 
J1 13  10  14  11  13  12  13  13  12  14 
0.35  J2  10  7  7  7  6  7  5  8  6  9 
J3 15  21  36  11  13  29  9  13  26  8  12  26  7  13 26 
J1 19  8  23  10  21  12  18  13  15  12 
0.70  J2  11  17  8  14  7  15  7  16  6  17 
J3 31  23  54  24  16  40  17  14  35  13  13  31  12  12 28 
Table 5.3 Maximum required joint acceleration for several  
trochoidal paths with different body pitch angle.  
From table 5.3, it is observed that Aa increases slowly when  
u is below 0.35, but increases at a faster rate when u  
changes to 0.7. Aa increases at a faster rate as u  
approaching 1. In order to decrease maximum required joint  
acceleration, the magnitude of body pitch angle must  
increases as u increases. Maximum-joint-acceleration is most  
symmetrical about zero when u = 0 and body pitch is -5  
degrees. As u varies from 0 to 0.35, body pitch must change  
to -15 degrees to keep maximum joint acceleration  
symmetrical about zero. Also, a larger body pitch angle is  
required when u = 0.7.  54 
5.4 Variation of Velocity Profiles  
In foot trajectory design, it is not always possible to  
find a desired path with smooth and continuous first and  
second derivatives. Static and dynamic constraints may also  
limit available range of body pitch. Considering these  
limitations, the use of different velocity profiles to  
interpolate a desired path can improve foot trajectory  
performance. Body pitch is zero for the cases discussed in  
this section.  
Velocity Profile for Rectangular Path  
A rectangular path is one example with discontinuous  
first and second derivatives. Arcs can be used to smooth the  
corners of a rectangular path, but the second derivative  
will still be discontinuous. A rectangular path with rounded  
edge radius equal to hp is shown in Fig. 5.8. Though the  
curvature at corner is minimized, sharp acceleration changes  
still happen in Cartesian and joint coordinates (Fig. 5.9  
and 5.10) if the 5th order polynomial used in the previous  
section is selected to interpolate this path. Sharp  
acceleration change is due to discontinuous second  
derivative of foot trajectory. This sharp acceleration  
change limits the successful application of rectangular  
path.  55 
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An approach to dealing with this problem is to use  
special velocity profile to interpolate this path (5.11).  
In this way, acceleration discontinuities can be decreased.  
Considering the rectangular path shown in Fig. 5.11 with  
small curvature radius curves at the corners, when low  
velocity is used as foot travels through the path segments  
with large curvature, required foot acceleration in  
Cartesian and joint spaces are smooth, continuous, and  
relatively small (Fig.5.12 and 5.13).  
By introducing above strategy, a rectangular path can  
be used as a foot trajectory of legged systems. Similar  
strategy can be used to approach any path segments with  
large curvature and can simplify the procedure in path  
design. However, this strategy increases the difficulty in  
velocity profile design.  57 
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Asymmetric Velocity Profile  
The asymmetric velocity profile introduced in chapter 4  
can be used to handle trochoidal path when required body  
pitch is inaccessible. For trochoidal path, when the highest  
point shifts forward, higher joint velocity and acceleration  
are required at the end of path when a symmetrical velocity  
profile is used. To reduce joint acceleration at the end of  
path, peak of velocity profile must shift backward, so that  
the foot will travel through the end of path with lower  
velocity. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the velocity and  
acceleration in both Cartesian and joint spaces for  
trochoidal path where u=0.7, and body pitch angle is equal  
to zero. The asymmetric velocity profile used for this path  
is also shown. It can be observed in Fig. 5.15 that the  
required maximum-joint-acceleration decreases below 30  
deg /sect and is more symmetrical about zero line when an  
asymmetric velocity profile is used. A further shift of  
velocity peak will reduce joint acceleration in positive  
direction, but, the increase of negative joint acceleration  
will be larger than the decrease of positive one. Then the  
symmetry of maximum-joint-acceleration about zero is  
decreased.  59 
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Trapezoidal Velocity Profile  
When the maximum foot velocity is limited,  a  
trapezoidal velocity profile can be used to replace the 5th  
order velocity profile. By increasing foot acceleration,  the  
maximum foot velocity and joint velocity can be reduced.  
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show path, velocity, and acceleration  
in Cartesian coordinates and in joint coordinates for a  
half-ellipse path interpolated by a trapezoidal and 5th  
order polynomial velocity profile. Comparing velocity and  
acceleration shown in Fig. 5.16, in can be observed that by  
increasing foot acceleration from 57 mm/sec2 to 65 mm/sec2,  
foot velocity will decrease from 65 mm/sec to 55 mm/sec in  
Cartesian space. At the same time, required maximum joint  
acceleration increases from 19 deg/sec2 to 21 deg/sec2.  
Velocity decrease in Cartesian space dose not imply  
velocity decrease in joint  space. From Fig. 5.17, though  
joint-1 velocity and acceleration are decreased, the  
velocity and acceleration of joint-2 and joint-3 are  
increased at the same time.  62 
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5.5 Conclusions  
From the discussions in previous sections, several  
conclusions can be summarized.  
First, for the same foot trajectory, the shapes of  
joint velocity and acceleration are similar for all legs  
since they are of the same type RRR manipulator with  
different linkage parameters. The middle and hind leg  
require lower joint velocity and acceleration than front leg  
because the link length of front leg is the shortest of the  
three legs.  
Body pitch affects only joint velocity and acceleration  
since foot trajectory is designed with respect to foot  
coordinate frame. Body pitch has a significant effect in  
changing the magnitude and shape of joint velocity and  
acceleration of front leg but only has slight effect for  
middle and hind legs. Negative body pitch  can be used to  
reduce maximum required joint acceleration and improve  
symmetry of joint acceleration about zero line for arbitrary  
trajectory only when maximum joint-3 acceleration is greater  
than maximum joint-1 acceleration.  
Velocity profile has significant effect on the  
magnitude and shape of acceleration in both Cartesian and  
joint spaces. Lower foot velocity is preferred  to approach  
any path segments with large curvature to decrease  
acceleration change in both Cartesian and joint  spaces.  65 
However, this method increases the difficulty in velocity  
profile design.  
Combining the effects of body pitch and velocity  
profile design properly can reduce the magnitude of required  
joint acceleration and avoid sharp joint acceleration change  
of the desired path.  66 
6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY  
Foot trajectory planning is an advanced field of study  
for the application of legged system locomotion. Several  
ideas coming from the developing procedures or from the  
results of this study can be used as topics of other  
studies. This chapter includes recommendations for future  
study relative to the research in the area of legged  
systems.  
First, the foot trajectory in joint coordinates  
generated by software should be implemented on real control  
systems for walking machine. So the actual effects of  
changing foot trajectory can be studied. The possibility of  
using software written for this study to control legged  
system locomotion would also be an interesting topic.  
Though only foot trajectories of front leg have been  
investigated in this thesis, similar procedures could be  
used to examine the foot trajectories in Cartesian  
coordinates and joint coordinates for middle and hind legs.  
The software written for this study produces joint  
trajectory data for all three pairs of legs.  
To minimize necessary joint acceleration for leg swing,  
different foot trajectories may be needed for each pair  of  
legs, since the linkage parameters for each pair of legs are  
different. This function should be added into software  for  
future study. Different foot trajectories for each leg  could  67 
also be used to avoid obstacles in real environment. For the  
same reason, non-periodic gaits need to be studied.  
The foot trajectory planner in this study did not  
calculate the torque and force applied upon legs, nor did it  
determine the required torque for motor to drive the desired  
foot trajectory. In order to prevent violating the dynamic  
constraints of motor, leg dynamics should be included in  
trajectory planning stage.  
Since body orientations and foot positions have great  
effects on joint trajectory, additional sets of foot  
positions and body orientation should be studied in order to  
understand their effects upon foot trajectory relationship  
in Cartesian space and in joint space. Thus, within the  
static and dynamic constraints of legs, the best foot  
trajectory for each leg can be designed to satisfy different  
desired purposes.  
Symmetrical trapezoid velocity profile for body is used  
and only body acceleration in one step is considered. To  
have smoother transitions from transient to steady state,  
other shapes of velocity profile should be considered. Body  
acceleration in more or less than one step also need be  
studied.  
This thesis deals with straight line locomotion only.  
The method described in the thesis should be extended to  
locomotion along circles and arcs.  69 
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Appendix A. Equation of Asymmetrical Velocity Profile  
A 6th order polynomial is  
H(t) = at6 + bt5 + ct4 + dt3 + et2 + ft + g  
where the constraints are given as:  
H(0) = g = Po  
H(0) = f = 0  (initial velocity = 0)  
H(0) = e = 0  (initial acceleration=0)  
H(1)=a+b+c+d+e+f+g=L+g  
H(1) = 6a + 5b + 4c + 3d = 0  (final velocity=0)  
H(1) = 30a + 20b + 12c +6d = 0  (final acceleration=0)  
H(t') = 30at'4 + 2Obt'3 + 12ct'2 + 6dt'  = 0  
(acceleration=0 at time t')  
The constraints produce a set of four equations in four  
unknowns a, b, c, and d. Solution of parameters a, b, c, and  
d are  
a=  10 ( 2t'  ) 1 
5tg  5t" + 1  
b= 6  3a  
c = 3a  15  
d=1 -a-b-c 
When t' equals 0.5, the 6th polynomial equation degenerated  
to 5th polynomial since a = 0.  71 
Asymmetrical velocity profile with t'= 0.4 is used in  
chapter 5. Solving above equations with t'= 0.4 gives  
H(t) =  ( -10t6 + 36t5  45t4 + 20t3 ) *L + Po  
for position along the foot trajectory. Then velocity  
profile is given as  
H(t)  =  (  -60t5 + 180t4  180t3 + 60t2  ) *L  72 
Appendix B. Equations of Trapezoidal Velocity Profile  
In order to split the whole path into several segments  
so different interpolating lower order polynomials can be  
found, the length and the travelling time of each segment  
must be given by user. The position, velocity, and  
acceleration must be continuous when two segments are  
connected. One method of splitting whole path into three  
segments uses polynomials of different degrees for each  
segment: a fourth-degree polynomial for the first segment, a  
third-degree polynomial for the second segment, and a  
fourth-degree polynomial for the last segment (Fu 1987). The  
polynomial equations for each segment expressed in  
normalized time are  
h1(t) = a14t4 + a13t3 + a 12t 2 + ant + a10  
h2(t) = a23t3  a12t2 + ant + a20  
h3 (t)  =  a34t4 + a33t3 + a32t2 + ant + a30  
The boundary condition that this set of path segment  
polynomials must satisfy are  
111(0)  = Po  (initial position)  
111(0)  = 0  
hi (0)  = 0  
h1(1) = P1  (length of first segment)  l 
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h1(1)  =  h2(0) 
(1)  =  h2(0) 
h2 (1)  =  P2  (length of second segment)  
112(1)  =  h3(0)  
h2(1)  =  h3(0)  
h3 (1)  =  P3  (length of final segment)  
h3(1)  =  0  
h3(1) = 0  
The resulting polynomial equations are  
h1(t) = (  a )t4 + at3 + Po 
2  a  t2  )t2  )t h2(t) = ( P2  t2  ) t 
3
+ 
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Appendix C. Operating Instruction of Program  
A basic operating instruction of this program is given  
here to help the user. Three views of machine and a control  
panel (Fig. C.1) are displayed when program is executed.  
User can select function 1 to change physical configurations  
of machine or function 2 to simulate machine locomotion.  
Function 3 can be chosen only after function 2 is executed.  
A warning signal will display when there is no foot  
trajectory to be output.  
WELCOME TO BEETLE WORLD  
1. Configuration.  
2. Animation  
3. Output trajectory.  
4. Quit  
111101  
Enter your choice (1-4)   :  
VIIT  00 14Ik  
Figure C.1: Three views of walking machine and control  
panel.  76 
Figure C.2.a shows five kinds of machine configuration  
that can be set up by user. The parameters saved by program  
are displayed at first, so the user can decide whether to  
change these parameters or not. User can escape without  
changing parameters by pressing "Enter" key (Fig. C.2.b) or  
a new entry can be typed. When new parameters violate the  
linkage constraints, a warning signal will be displayed and  
user will be required to change the parameters again.  
OLd Foot Position  
Enter the subject to change.	  Front  foot (X,Y):(  150.0, 250.0 )mm  
MiddLe foot (X,Y):(  300.0, -10.0 )mm  
1. Pitch Body.	  Hind  foot (X,Y):(  75.0,-390.0 )mm  
2. Feet position.	  Body Height (2):  600.0 mm  
3. Body-coxa position.  
4. Body-coxa twist angle.	  Enter New Foot Position  
5. Legs Length.  
6. Return to Main Program.	  Front  foot (X,Y):  150.0 ,  250.0  
MiddLe foot (X,Y):  300.0 ,  
Enter your choice (1-6):  
Suggected Foot Stroke is  : 584 (mm)	  Press Enter for the parameters you  
do not want to change.  
(a)	  (b)  
Figure C.2:  (a) Configurations can be reset by user. and (b)  
Example of parameters saved by program.  
Before simulating machine locomotion, user needs to  
input several parameters to design a walk, which is  
described in chapter 3  (Fig. C.3.a). Program calculates and  
presents the maximum value of these parameters. When the  
input value violates the limits, a warning signal will be  
displayed and user will be required to input the parameters  
again. Foot trajectory and maximum foot elevation need to be  
selected before simulating machine locomotion (Fig. C.3.b).  77 
How many feet moving? (1-3)  : 2  Choose foot trajectory  :  1  
Suggested Foot Stroke (584 mm): 140  1. Ellipse  
Total Walking Distance (mm)  : 420  2. Rectangle  
Body Velocity,  Ub (mm/sec)  10  .  
Foot Acceleration, Af (mm/see2)  Choose velocity profiLe  :  1  
( Af >  17.86 mm/see2 )  33  1. 5th  :   polynomial eq.  
Input Hp (0.0221 to 0.0417)  : 0.03  2. 6th  polynomial eq.  
Supporting Factor Bp  3. 4-3-4 polynomial eq.  
(0.6667 to 0.7004)  : 0.7  
Mp=1.0714  Rpmflp=0.0321  Max. height above ground.(mm): 20  
For walking, MpwMp < 0.125  Shift factor  1 to -1 )  : 0  
Use 0 for half-ellipse path, other for  
Do you want to  change ? (y/n):  trochoidal path.  
(a)  (b)  
Figure C.3:  (a) Machine locomotion design panel. and (b)  
Foot trajectory planning panel.  
When shift factor does not equal zero, trochoidal path is  
generated for walk. Several parameters can be reset to  
examine their effects in machine locomotion (Fig. C.4.a).  
User can specify stepping sequence to avoid leg collisions  
when legs swing. The  default stepping sequence is displayed  
at first, so the user can decide whether to change stepping  
sequence or not (Fig. C.4.b).  
Default sequence is  1 2 3  :  
1. Change Step Sequence.   Front pair = 1, Mid = 2. Hind = 3.  
Z. Change Foot Trajectory.  
3. Pitch Body.   Do you want to change feet moving  
4. Begin Motion.  sequence 7 (yin): y  
5. Foot Position PLots.  
6. Joint-Space Plots.   Enter the moving sequence of feet pair  
7. Back to Main Menu.  
2 3 1 
Enter your choice   :  
(a)  (b)  
Figure C.4:  (a) Options in simulation panel. and (b) step  
sequence design panel.  78 
Program simulates machine locomotion on screen when  
function 4 (Fig. C.4) is selected. Three different speeds  
can be selected to display machine walk:  
(1) Slowing motion, user can use "PageUp" and "PageDown"  
key to change display speed.  
(2) One iteration, user can press space bar to move machine  
leg to next knot point.  
(3) Normal speed, user can press "Esc" key to return normal  
display speed.  
Several parameters are displayed while simulating  
machine walk (Fig. C.5). User can select whether to plot the  
foot trajectory with respect to machine body or not.  
:  Step Time  14.0000 sec  
Feet Swing Time  4.2000 sec  :  
Total Walking Time: 56.0000 sec  
Foot Acceleration  :  33.00 mmrsee2  
Foot Uelocity  :  52.99 mm/sec  
Body Acceleration  :  0.71 mm/see2  
1111111  
:  Body UeLocity  18.00 mm/sec  
Max. Step Length  148.00 mm  :  
Total Walking Step: 4  
Push Enter to start animation.  
NI  
. .  . .   . .   . .  
Figure C.5: Locomotion simulation with foot trace plotting.  79 
After walking simulation is finished, control panel shown in  
Figure C.4.a is displayed again. User can use function 5 to  
plot relative positions of feet and body in four step  
lengths to include transient and steady states. Function 6  
plots joint path, velocity and acceleration for front,  
middle, and hind leg in three separated pages. Two  
selections can be chosen:  
(A) transient and steady state,  (B) steady state only.  User  
can use "PageUp" and "PageDown" keys to change page and  
press enter to leave graphic model.  
Three methods can be used to output trajectory  
(Fig. C.6). Function 1 outputs the path and velocity profile  
used for locomotion in Cartesian space. Function 2 outputs  
trajectory in one step for steady state in joint space.  
Function 3 outputs trajectory in two steps for transient and  
steady state in joint space. Trajectory in joint space is  
separated in three files for front, middle, and hind. User  
is requested to give the name of these files.  
Select output file  :  
1. Trajectory in Cartesian space  
2. Trajectory in joint space for  
steady state only.  
3. Trajectory in joint space for  
steady and transient state.  
4. Back to main menu.  
:  Enter your selection (1-4)  
Figure C.6: Output files selecting panel.  80 
Appendix D. List of Source Code  
#include <stdio.h>  
#include <conio.h>  
#include <stdlib.h>  
#include <math.h>  
#include <graph.h>  
#include <bios.h>  
double Diff[481][6],Db[481],High[481],Joint[7][3];  
double Dsf[30],Diff_sub[481],High_sub[481];  
double R[3][10],theta[3],alpha[3];  
double footX[7],footY[7];  
double orgX[7],orgY[7],orgZ[7],body_H[7];  
double Joint_min[3][3],Joint_max[3][3],Link_Length[3][3];  
double Vb,Vf,Ab,Af,Tw,Ts,Bp,Mp,massZ,pitch,max_high,slipt;  
int rank[7],fact,skip_step,lag,statue;  
char traj,Pro_V;  
initial();  /* Declear function */  
read data();  
cls();  
change();  
input(int *, int *, double *);  
check();  
singfoot(int,int,int);  
Z_value(int,double *,double *);  
Zzero(int,double *,double *);  
ruler(int);  
mountant(int);  
feetstep( int,double);  
difference( int);  
trip_dist( double,double);  
stepposit(int,double,double);  
matrix();  
inverse(int,int,double,double,double,double*,double*,  
double*);  
sequence();  
position();  
result(int,double,int *);  
setpitch(int);  
work_space();  
space(int,double,double,double,double *,double *,double *);  
velocity(int);  
ellipes(double,double,double,char,char);  
slow_move();  
sound();  
renew(double);  
explain();  
output();  81 
struct videoconfig vc;  
div_t divres;  
FILE *ftable,*fpinF,*fpinM,*fpinH;  
/* Main program initializes graphic model, draws machine,  
and prints text in control panel. Then, it waits for user to  
select options and calls functions. After the selected  
option is executed, the command returns to main program.  */  
main(void)  
{ double Tk,rangY,px,py,pz,jx,jy,jz,interv;  
int feet,i,j,k,l,n,m,N, Totalstep ,fun,trig,flagl,scaler,  
Leg,joint_space;  
char chl,ch2,ch3,buffer(40],new[20];  
setvideomode( VRES16COLOR);  
_getvideoconfig(&vc);  
remappalette(0,_WHITE);  
remappalette(7,_BLACK);  
settextwindow(2,42,15,79);  
settextposition(0,0);  
settextcolor(9);  
read data();  
if  ( pitch != 0  )  setpitch(1);  
else initial();  
BEGIN:  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nWELCOME TO BEETLE WORLD\n\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"1. Configuration.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"2. Animation\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"3. Output trajectory.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"4. Quit\n\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Enter your choice (1-4)  :n); 
outtext(buffer);  
chl = getch();  
while  (  chl >52  II chl<49  )  sound(); chl = getch();  }  
if (chi == '1') change();  
if (chl == '2') goto ANIMATE;  
if (chl  '3')  
{  if  joint_space == 1  output();  ( )  
else { _settextcolor(4);  
_outtext( " \n \nNo data have been generated.\nPress  
any key to continue.\n");  
sound();  getch(); _settextcolor(9);  )1  82 
if (ch1 == '4') goto QUIT;  
goto BEGIN;  
ANIMATE:  
input( &feet, &Totalstep, &Tk);  
MENU:  /* Control panel for simulation program. */  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nl. Change Step Sequence.\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"2. Change Foot Trajectory.\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"3. Pitch Body.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"4. Begin Motion.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"5. Foot Position Plots.\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"6. Joint-Space Plots.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"7. Back to Main Menu.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nEnter your choice :");  
outtext(buffer);  
chl = getche();  
flagl = 0;  
switch(chl)  
{ case '1':  
sequence(feet); break;  
case '2':  
difference(feet);  
read_data();  
if  ( pitch != 0.0  )  
{ ftable = fopen("pitch.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"Wlf %lf %lf  
",&orgX[i],&orgY[i],&orgZ[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  }  
initial();  
break;  
case '3':  
setpitch(0); break;  
case '4':  
cls();  
_outtext( " \nThis function provides speed control\nto  
display machine locomotion :\n\n");  
_outtext("1. Slow motion  ( press PgUp and PgDn\n  to  
control motion speed.)\n");  
_outtext( "2. One iteration  ( press Space bar )\n");  
_outtext( "3. Return to normal speed press Esc.\n\n");  
_outtext( "Press any key to continue.\n");  
getch();  
Totalstep = (int)(Tk/Ts);  83 
result(Totalstep,Tk,&trig);  
for  ( i =0  ; i<7  ; i++)  
for  (  j=0  ;  j<2 ;j++) Joint[i] [j]  = 0.0;  
read_data();  
if  ( pitch != 0.0  )  
{ ftable = fopen("pitch.cof","r");  
for  ( 1=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"%lf tlf tlf  
",&orgX[1],&orgY[1],&orgZ[1]);  
fclose(ftable);  }  
matrix();  
fpinF = fopen("f-leg.rec","w");  
fpinM = fopen("m-leg.rec","w");  
fpinH = fopen("h-leg.rec","w");  
lag = 2500; statue=0;  
_setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4);  
for  (  1.1  ;  i<241; i++)  
{ slow_move();  
singfoot(i,feet,trig);  
ruler(i);  }  
N = Totalstep  2;  
if  ( N == 1  )  goto JUMP;  
REPEAT:  
for  (  1=241  ;  i<361; i++)  
{ slow_move();  
singfoot(i,feet,trig);  
ruler(i);  }  
N -= 1;  
if  ( N > 1) goto REPEAT;  
JUMP:  
for  (  1=361  ;  i<481; i++)  
{ slow_move();  
singfoot(i,feet,trig);  
ruler(i);  }  
fclose(fpinF); fclose(fpinM); fclose(fpinH);  
ellipes(Dsf[2*fact+1]/2,max_high/10,slipt,Pro_V,traj);  
matrix();  
fpinF = fopen("fs-leg.rec","w");  
fpinM = fopen("ms-leg.rec","w");  
fpinH = fopen("hs-leg.rec","w");  
for  ( Leg = 1; Leg <4; Leg ++  )  
for  (  1=0; i<481; i ++  )  
{ px = footX[Leg] -orgX[Leg];  
py = footY[Leg] -orgY[Leg]+Diff_sub[1]*2;  
pz = massZ +orgZ [Leg] High_sub [1] *2;  
inverse(Leg,Leg,px,py,pz,&jx,&jy,&jz);  
fclose(fpinF); fclose(fpinM); fclose(fpinH); 
}  
joint_space = 1;  
break;  84 
case '5':  
position();  
read_data();  
if  ( pitch != 0.0  )  
{ ftable = fopen("pitch.cof","r");  
for  i=1  i<7  ;  i++)  ( ;  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf tlf Ilf  
",&orgX[i],&orgY[i],&orgZ[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
initial();  
break;  
case '6':  
cisO;  
settextcolor(14);  
If  (  joint_space == 1  )  
{ _outtext( "This  function  will  show  you angle");  
_outtext( "velocity of each leg on three pages in");  
_outtext( "sequence  Front, Middle, and Hind leg.");  
outtext("Uses  Page Up and Down  key to  change");  
_outtext( "page and press Enter back to Main Menu");  
settextcolor(9);  
_outtext( " \nHow many step cycles  ");  :  
outtext("\nA. Steady and Transient states.");  
_outtext( " \nB. Steady State only.");  
6NE_MORE:  
settextposition(7,24);  
ch2 = getche();  
if  ( ch2 == 'A'  11 ch2 == 'a'  ) scaler = 0;  
else {  if  (  ch2 == 'B'  11  ch2 == 'b'  scaler = 1;  )  
else { sound();  goto ONE MORE;  
velocity(scaler);  
read_data();  
if  ( pitch != 0.0  )  
{ ftable = fopen("pitch.cof","r");  
for  ( 1=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf Ilf %if  
11, &orgX[i],&orgY[i],&orgZ(i));  
fclose(ftable);  
initial();  
else  
{ _outtext( "This function can plot the figures\nonly  
after machine walking. Please tryfunction 4 first.\n");  
settextcolor(9);  
sound();  
_outtext("\nPress space bar to continue\n");  
getch();  }  
break;  85 
case '7':  
flagl = 1; break;  
default:  
flagl . 2; break;  
if 
} 
(  flagl != 1  )  goto MENU;  
else goto BEGIN;  
QUIT:  
clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN);  
_setvideomode(_DEFAULTMODE);  
remove("temp.rec");  
remove("f-leg.rec");  remove("m-leg.rec");  
remove("h-leg.rec");  
remove("fs-leg.rec");  remove("ms-leg.rec");  
remove("hs-leg.rec");  
}  
cls()  /* Clear text in control panel. */  
{  _scrolltextwindow(15);  
settextposition(0,0);  }  
/* This function reads new knot point, finds joint angle,  
and joint position in Cartesian space. Then, move legs to  
new knot point.  */  
singfoot(int i,int feet,int trig)  
{ int j,m,color,sque,Leg;  
double newZ,oldZ,jx,jy,jz,px,py,pz,jpz;  
px = 0.0; py = 0.0; pz = 0.0;  
divres = div(i,120);  
divres = div(divres.rem,120/fact);  
m = divres.quot+1;  
for  ( j=1  ; j < 7  ; j++)  
{ sque = rank[j];  
switch(feet)  
{ case 1:  
if  (  j == m )  Z_value(i,&newZ,&oldZ);  
else  Z_zero(i,&newZ,&oldZ);  
break;  
case 2:  
if  ( j == m 11  j == m+3  )  
Z value(i,&newZ,&oldZ);  
else  Z_zero(i,&newZ,&oldZ);  
break;  
case 3:  
if  ( j == m II j == m+2  II j == m+4  )  
Z_value(i,&newZ,&oldZ);  
else  Z_zero(i,&newZ,&oldZ);  
break;  86 
if  (  newZ  >  20.0  newZ <= 0.0  )  newZ =  0.0;  
if  (  oldZ  >  20.0  oldZ <= 0.0  )  oldZ = 0.0;  
px =  footX[sque]-orgX[sque] ;  
py =  footY[sque]-orgY[sque]+Diff[i][j-1]*2;  
pz  = massZ+orgZ[sque]-newZ;  
if  ( sque > 3  )  
{ Leg = sque-3;  
px = -px;  
else Leg = sque;  
inverse(sque,Leg,px,py,pz,&jx,&jy,&jz);  
if  ( sque > 3  )  
{ jx = -jx;  
color =l;  }  
else color=6;  
jpz = jz-orgZ[sque];  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4);  
setcolor(0);  
moveto((int)orgY[sque],(int)orgX[sque]);  
lineto((int)(orgY[sque] +Joint[sque][1]),(int)(orgX[sque]+Jo  
Int[sque][0]));  
moveto((int)(orgY[sque]+Joint[sque][1]),(int)(orgX[sque]+Jo  
Int[sque][0]));  
lineto((int)(footY[sque] +Diff[i-l][j-1]*2.0),(int)(footX[sq  
ue]));  
setcolor(color);  
moveto((int)orgY[sque],(int)orgX[sque]);  
lineto ( (int) ( orgY [sque] +jy)  ,  (int) ( orgX [sque] +jx) ) ;  
moveto ( (int) (orgY [sque] +jy) ,  (int) ( orgX [sque] +jx) ) ;  
_lineto((int)(footY[sque]+Diff[i][j-1]*2.0),(int)footX[sque]  
);  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixe1s/4+220);  
setcolor(0);  
moveto((int)orgY[sque],-(int)orgZ[sque]);  
_lineto((int)(orgY[sque]+Joint[sque][1]),(int)Joint[sque][2]  
);  
_moveto((int)(orgY[sque]+Joint[sque][1]),(int)Joint[sque][2]  
);  
_lineto((int)(footY[sque]+Diff[i-l][j-1]*2.0),(int)(massZ-ol  
dZ));  87 
setcolor(6);  
setcolor(color);  
moveto((int)orgY[sque],-(int)orgZ[squeD;  
lineto((int)(orgY[sque]+jy),(int)jpz);  
moveto((int)(orgY[sque]+jy),(int)jPz);  
_lineto((int)(footY[sque] +Diff[i][j-1]*2.°),(int)(massZ-newZ  
));  
if  ( trig == 1  )  
setpixel((int)(footY[sque]+Diff[i-1][j-1]*2.°),(int)(massZ-
oldZ));  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4+320,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
setcolor(0);  
moveto(-(int)orgX[sque],-(int)orgZ[sque]);  
_lineto(-(int)(orgX[squel+Joint[sque][0]),(int)Joint[sque][2  
]);  
moveto(-(int)(orgX[sque]+Joint[sque][0]),(int)Joint[sque][2  
r);  
lineto(-(int)footX[sque],(int)(massZ-oldZ));  
setcolor(color);  
moveto(-(int)orgX[sque],-(int)orgZ[sque]);  
lineto(-(int)(orgX[sque] +jx),(int)jpz);  
:moveto(-(int)(orgX[squel+jx),(int)jPz);  
lineto(-(int)footX[sque] ,(int)(massZ-newZ));  
-Joint[sque][0] 
Joint [sque] [1] 
Joint [squel [21 
= jx; 
= jy; 
= jpz; 
} 
setcolor(6); 
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4);  
Body_box in X-Y plane */  
moveto((int)orgY[2],(int)orgX[2]);  
lineto((int)orgY[3],(int)orgX[3]);  
moveto((int)orgY[3],(int)orgX[3]);  
lineto((int)orgY[6],(int)orgX[6]);  
moveto((int)orgY[6],(int)orgX[6]);  
lineto((int)orgY[5],(int)orgX[5]);  
_setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4+220);  /* 
Body-box in Y-Z plane */  
moveto((int)orgY[1],-(int)orgZ[1]);  
lineto((int)orgY[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
moveto((int)orgY[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
lineto((int)orgY[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
moveto((int)orgY[3] ,(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
lineto((int)orgY[1],(int)(-orgZ[1]+body_H[1]));  
moveto((int)orgY[1],(int)(-orgZ[1]+body_H[1]));  
lineto((int)orgY[1],-(int)orgZ[1]);  88 
_setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4+320,vc.numypixels/4+220); /* 
Body-box in Z-X plane */  
_rectangle(_GBORDER,(int)orgX[1],-(int)orgZ[1],(int)orgX[4],  
(int)(-orgZ[4]+body_H[4]));  
moveto((int)orgX[1],(int)(-orgZ[1]+body_H[1]));  
lineto((int)orgX[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
moveto((int)orgX[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
lineto((int)orgX[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
moveto((int)orgX[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
lineto((int)orgX[1],-(int)orgZ[1]);  
moveto((int)orgX[4],(int)(-orgZ[4]+body_H[4]));  
lineto((int)orgX[6],(int)(-orgZ[6]+body_H[6]));  
_moveto((int)orgX[6],(int)(-orgZ[6]+body_H[6]));  
lineto((int)orgX[6],-(int)orgZ[6]);  
moveto((int)orgX[6],-(int)orgZ[6]);  
lineto((int)orgX[4],-(int)orgZ[4]);  
if  ( pitch > 0  )  
{ _moveto((int)orgX[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
_lineto((int)orgX[6],-(int)orgZ[6]);  }  
if  ( pitch < 0  )  
{ _moveto((int)orgX[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
lineto((int)orgX[6],(int)(-orgZ[6]+body_H[6]));  } 
} 
Z value(int i,double *newZ, double *oldZ)  
{ *newZ = High[i];  
*oldZ = High[i-1];  
}  
Z zero(int i,double *newZ,double *oldZ) 
{*newZ = 0.0;  
*oldZ = 0.0;  
/* The two functions below draw for-ground and back ground 
in three views when machine walking.  */  
int mark2,A=1;  
ruler(int i)  
{  int j,mark1,mark3;  
mountant(i);  
divres = div(i,10);  
if  ( divres.rem == 1  )  
{  
divres = div((int)(Db[i]*2),27);  
markl = 158  divres.rem ;  
mark3 = markl;  
for  ( j=1  ; j<13  ; j++  )  
{  setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4);  
moveto( mark2,113);  89 
setcolor(0);  
if  ( mark2-1 > -159  )  
rectangle( GFILLINTERIOR,mark2-1,113,mark2+1,111);  
moveto( ma-rk1,113);  
setcolor(2);  
if  ( markl-1 > -159  )  
rectangle( GFILLINTERIOR,mark1-1,113,mark1+1,111);  
setlogorg( vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
moveto( (int)mark2,(int)massZ+6);  
setcolor(0);  
if  ( mark2-1 > -159  )  
_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,(int)mark2-1,(int)massZ+6,(int)mar  
k2+1,(int)massZ+4);  
moveto( (int)markl,(int)massZ+6);  
setcolor(2); 
7-
if  ( markl-1 > -159  )  
_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,(int)mark1-1,(int)massZ+6,(int)mar  
k1+1,(int)massZ+4);  
mark2 = mark2  27;  
markl = markl  27;  
mark2 = mark3;  
markl = 0;  
mountant(int i)  
{ static int Xp[6]=1-159,-80,0,80,158,1581;  
static int Yp [6] = 0,40,0,40,1,11;  
static int oldXp[6]=I0,0,0,0,0,01;  
static int old_Yp[6]= 0,0,0,0,0,0  
int j,dist; 
;  
Yp[0] += A * 1;  
if  ( Yp[0] >= 40  )  
{ Yp[0] = 80  Yp[0];  
A = -1;  
Yp[1]=0; Yp[2]=40; Yp[3]=0; Yp[4]=40;  }  
if  ( Yp[0] <= 0  )  
{ Yp[0]  = -Yp[0];  
A = 1;  
Yp[1]=40; Yp[2]=0; Yp[3]=40; Yp[4]=0;  
Yp[5] = Yp[0];  
Xp[1] -= 2;  
if  (  Xp[1] <= -160  )  Xp[1] += 80;  
for  (  j=2; j<5; j++  )  
Xp[j] = Xp[j-1] + 80;  
if  ( Xp[4] >= 158  )  Xp[4] = 158;  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4+220); 
Tor  j=0; j<5; j++  ( )  
{ _setcolor(0);  90 
moveto(old_Xp[j],-(old_Yp[j]+30));  
lineto(old Xp[j+1],-(old_Yp[j+1] +30));  
_setcolor(2);  
_moveto(Xp[j],-(Yp[j]+30));  
lineto(Xp[j+1],-(Yp[j+1]+30));  
old_Xp[j] = Xp[j];  
old_Yp[j] = Yp[j];  
} 
old_Xp[5] = Xp[5];  
old_Yp[5] = Yp[5];  
} 
/* This function output selected path in Dos text file. *  
output()  
{ double ti,distG,interv,old,base,vel,R[3];  
int i,j,k,sum,flag2;  
char new[20],chl;  
BEGIN:  
flag2 = 0;  cls();  
outtext("Select output file  \n\n");  :  
_outtext(" 1. Trajectory in Cartesian space\n");  
_outtext(" 2. Trajectory in joint space for\n  steady  
state only.\n");  
_outtext(" 3. Trajectory in joint space for\n  steady  
and transient state.\n");  
outtext(" 4. Back to main menu.\n\n");  
_outtext( "Enter your selection (1-4)  :  ");  
chl = getche();  
switch(chl)  
{ case '1':  
sum = 480*(1-Bp);  
cls();  
outtext("Type file name for the trajectory in  
cartesian coordinate  \n");  :  
scanf("ts",new);  
ftable = fopen( new ,"w");  
intery = Ts/480; tl = 0;  
fprintf(ftable,"Time  
Velocity\n");  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf tlf tlf tlf\n",0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0);  
for  ( i=0  ; i <= sum ;  i++)  
{	  tl += interv;  j  = i+238;  
dist_G = Diff_sub[i] + Vb*ti + Dsf[2*fact];  
if  ( i == 0  ) { old = dist_G; base = old;  }  
vel = sqrt(  ( pow(dist_G-old,2) +  
pow(High_sub[i]-High_sub[i-1],2) Minterv*interv) ); 
old = dist_G;  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf tlf elf  91 
tlf\n",t1,(dist_G-base)*10,High_sub[i]*10,vel*10);  }  
fclose(ftable);  
break;  
case '2':  
cls();  
_outtext("\nType file name for the trajectory in  
joint coordinate of  front leg  \n");  :  
scanf( " %s ",new);  
ftable = fopen( new ,"w");  
intery = Ts/480; tl = 0;  
fpinF = fopen("fs-leg.rec","r");  
fprintf(ftable,"Time  Joint-1  Joint-2  
Joint-3\n");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<=481  ; i++  )  
{ for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++  )  
fscanf(fpinF,"tlf ",&R[j]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf tlf tlf tlf \n",t1,R[0],R[1],R[2]);  
ti += interv;  }  
fclose(fpinF);  fclose(ftable);  
_outtext("\n\nType file name for the trajectory in  
joint coordinate of middle leg  \n");  :  
scanf( " %s ",new);  
ftable = fopen( new ,"w");  
ti = 0;  
fpinF = fopen("ms-leg.rec","r");  
fprintf(ftable,"Time  Joint-1  Joint-2  
Joint-3\n");  
for  ( i.0  ; i<=481  ; i++  )  
{ for  j=0  j<3  ;  j++  ( ;  )  
fscanf(fpinF,"tlf ",&R[j]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf tlf %lf tlf  
\n",t1,R[0],R[1],R[2]);  
ti += interv;  }  
fclose(fpinF);  fclose(ftable);  
_outtext("\n\nType file name for the trajectory in  
joint coordinate of  hind  leg  :  \n");  
scanf("ts",new);  
ftable = fopen( new ,"w");  
ti = 0;  
fpinF = fopen("hs-leg.rec","r");  
fprintf(ftable,"Time  Joint-1  Joint-2  
Joint-3\n");  
for  (  i =0  ;  i<=481  i++  )  
{ for  j=0  j<3  ;  j++  )  ( ;  
fscanf(fpinF,"tlf ",&R[j]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf %lf tlf tlf  
\n",t1,R[0],R[1],R[2]);  
tl += interv;  }  
fclose(fpinF);  fclose(ftable);  
break;  
case '3':  92 
cls();  
_outtext("\nType file name for the trajectory in  
joint coordinate of  front leg  :  \n");  
scanf("ts",new);  
ftable = fopen( new ,"w");  
intery = Ts/120; tl = 0;  
fpinF = fopen("f-leg.rec","r");  
fprintf(ftable,"Time  Joint-1  Joint-2  
Joint-3\n");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<=240  ; i++  )  
{ for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++  )  
fscanf(fpinF,"tlf ",&R[j]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf %lf %lf %lf \n",t1,R[0],R[1],R[2]);  
tl += interv;  }  
fclose(fpinF);  fclose(ftable);  
_outtext("\n\nType file name for the trajectory in  
joint coordinate of middle leg  \n");  :  
scanf("ts",new);  
ftable = fopen( new ,"w");  
ti = 0;  
fpinF = fopen("m-leg.rec","r");  
fprintf(ftable,"Time  Joint-1  Joint-2  
Joint-3\n");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<=240  ; i++  )  
{ for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++  )  
fscanf(fpinF,"tlf ",&R[j]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf %lf %lf %lf  
\n",t1,12[0],R[1],R[2]);  
tl += interv;  }  
fclose(fpinF);  fclose(ftable);  
_outtext("\n\nType file name for the trajectory in  
joint coordinate of  hind  leg  \n");  :  
scanf("ts",new);  
ftable = fopen( new ,"w");  
t1 = 0;  
fpinF = fopen("h-leg.rec","r");  
fprintf(ftable,"Time  Joint-1  Joint-2  
Joint-3\n");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<=240  ; i++  )  
{ for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++  )  
fscanf(fpinF,"%lf ",&R[j]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf %lf %lf %lf  
\n",t1,R[0],R[1],R[2]);  
ti += interv;  }  
fclose(fpinF);  fclose(ftable);  
break;  
case '4':  
flag2 = 1; break;  
default: flag2 = 0; break;  
if
} 
(  flag2 == 0  )  goto BEGIN;  93 
}  
/* This function control display speed of machine walking.*/  
slow move()  
{ int n,m;  
char ch4;  
unsigned key;  
if( _bios_keybrd(_KEYBRD_READY)  )  
{ key = _bios_keybrd(_KEYBRD_READ);  
if  ( key == Ox011b )  statue = 0;  
if  ( key == 0x3920  )  statue = 1;  
if  ( key == 0x4900  )  { statue = 2;  lag -= 100;  
if( lag <= 0  )  lag=1;  }  
if  ( key == 0x5100  )  { statue = 2;  lag += 100;  
if( lag >= 7500  )  lag=7500;  }  }  
switch(statue)  
{ case 1:  ch4 = getch();  
if( ch4 != 32  statue = 0;  break;  )  
case 2:  for  ( m=0; m<100; m++  )  
for  (  n=0; n<lag; n++ );  break;  
default  statue = 0;  break;  :  
}  
/* This function read the machine configurations saved by  
program.  */  
read_data()  
{  int i,j;  
ftable = fopen("feet.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf tlf ",&footX[i],&footY[i]);  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf ",&massZ);  
fclose(ftable);  
ftable = fopen("pitch.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable, " %lf %lf tlf  
",&orgX[i],&orgY[i],&orgZ[i]);  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf ",&pitch);  
fclose(ftable);  
ftable = fopen("body.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable, "Ilf tlf %lf  
",&orgX[i],&orgY[1],&orgZ[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  94 
ftable = fopen("link.cof","r");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<3  ; i++)  
for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++)  
fscanf(ftable, "Ilf %lf tlf  
",&Link_Length[i][j],&Joint_max[i][j],&Joint_min[i][j]);  
fclose(ftable);  
ftable = fopen("twist.cof","r");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<3  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf %lf ",&theta[i],&alpha[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
ftable = fopen("rank.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i < 7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"td ",&rank[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
for  (  i=1  ;  i<7  ;  i++  )  body_H[i] = orgZ[i];  
/* This function draws three views of machine. */  
initial()  
{	  int i,j,k,l,m,n,Leg;  
double jx,jy,jz,px;  
short cursor;  
char buffer[40];  
matrix();  
clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN);  
_setlogorg(0,0);  
setcolor(4);  
rectangle( GBORDER,0,0,639,479);  
rectangle(=GFILLINTERIOR,0,240,640,241);  
rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,320,0,321,478);  
_setcolor(2);  /* Draw the ground */  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4+320,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,-157,(int)massZ+3,158,(int)massZ+1  
);  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,-159,(int)massZ+3,158,(int)massZ+1  
);  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4);  
rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,-159,116,158,114);  
_setcolor(6);  
for  (  j=1; j<7 ;j++  )  /* Draw the Body-box in X-Y plane.*/  95 
{ if  ( j == 3  )  
{  1 = 1;  
moveto ( (int) orgY [1] , (int) orgX [1] ) ;  
lineto( (int) orgY [1 +3] ,  (int) orgX[1+3] ) ;  }  
else  
{	 if  ( j == 6  )  
{	 1 = 3;  
_moveto ( (int) orgY [1] , (int) orgX [1] ) ;  
_lineto( (int) orgy [1 +3]  ,  (int) orgX[1+3] )  ;  }  
else  
{ _moveto((int)orgY[j],(int)orgX[j]);  
_lineto((int)orgY[j+1],(int)orgX[j+1]);  }  
} }  
_setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
/* Body-box in Y-Z plane */  
_moveto((int)orgY[1],-(int)orgZ[1]);  
lineto((int)orgY[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
moveto((int)orgY[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
lineto((int)orgY[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
moveto((int)orgY[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
lineto((int)orgY[1],(int)(-orgZ[1]+body_H[1]));  
moveto((int)orgY[1],(int)(-orgZ[1]+body_H[1]));  
lineto((int)orgY[1],-(int)orgZ[1]);  
_setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4+320,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
/* Body-box in Z-X plane */  
_rectangle(_GBORDER,(int)orgX[1],-(int)orgZ[1],(int)orgX[4],  
(int)(-orgZ[4]+body_H[4]));  
_moveto((int)orgX[1],(int)(-orgZ[1]+body_H[1]));  
lineto((int)orgX[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
moveto((int)orgX[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
lineto((int)orgX[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
moveto((int)orgX[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
_lineto((int)orgX[1],-(int)orgZ[1]);  
moveto((int)orgX[4],(int)(-orgZ[4]+body_H[4]));  
lineto((int)orgX[6],(int)(-orgZ[6]+body_H[6]));  
moveto((int)orgX[6],(int)(-orgZ[6]+body_H[6]));  
lineto((int)orgX[6],-(int)orgZ[6]);  
moveto((int)orgX[6],-(int)orgZ[6]);  
lineto((int)orgX[4],-(int)orgZ[4]);  
-r  if  ( pitch > 0  )  
{ _moveto((int)orgX[3],-(int)orgZ[3]);  
_lineto((int)orgX[6],-(int)orgZ[6]);  }  
if  ( pitch < 0  )  
{ _moveto((int)orgX[3],(int)(-orgZ[3]+body_H[3]));  
lineto((int)orgX[6],(int)(-orgZ[6]+body_H[6]));  }  
for  (  j=1; j<7  ;  j++  )  /* Draw the Legs */  
{ px = footX[MorgX[j];  
if  ( j > 3  )  
{ Leg = j-3;  
px = -px;  }  96 
else Leg = j;  
inverse(j,Leg,px,footY[j]-orgY[j],massZ+orgZ[j],&jx,&jy,&jz)  
if  ( j > 3  )  
{ jx = -jx;  
setcolor(1);  }  
ietlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4);  
/* X-Y plane */  
_moveto((int)orgY[j],(int)orgX[j]);  
lineto((int)(jy+orgY[j]),(int)(jx+orgX[j]));  
_moveto((int)(jy+orgY[j]),(int)(jx+orgX[j]));  
lineto((int)footY[j],(int)footX[j]);  
if  ( j<4  )  
{ _setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
/* Y-Z plane */  
moveto((int)orgY[j],-(int)orgZ[j]);  
lineto((int)(jY+orgY[j]),(int)(jz-orgZ[j]));  
moveto((int)(jy+orgY[j]),(int)(jz-orgZ[j]));  
_lineto((int)footY[j],(int)massZ);  
} 
_setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/4+320,vc.numypixels/4+220);  
/* Leg in Z-X plane */  
_moveto(-(int)orgX[j],-(int)orgZ[j]);  
lineto(-(int)(jx+orgX[j]),(int)(jz-orgZ[j]));  
_moveto(-(int)(jx+orgX[j]),(int)(jz-orgZ[j]));  
_lineto(-(int)footX[j],(int)massZ);  
}  
/* This function prints configurations saved by program and  
allows user to change them.  */  
change()  
{	  double orgPX[7],orgPY[7],orgPZ[7],rad;  
int i,j,k,l,m,flag,row,col,rangY;  
char ch2,ch4,cha,cht,buffer[80];  
static char *locat[4]={" ","Front ","Middle","Hind  "}  
int  far *farftr;  
setlogorg(vc.numxpixels/2,vc.numypixels/2);  
_setcolor(7);  
rad = 3.14159/180;  
cha = 224;  cht = 233;  
BEGIN:  
rangY = work_space();  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nEnter the subject to change.\n\n");  97 
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"1. Pitch Body.\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"2. Feet position.\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"3. Body-coxa position.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"4. Body-coxa twist angle.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"5. Legs length.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"6. Return to Main Program.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
_settextposition(12,1);  
settextcolor(14);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nSuggject Foot Stroke is :14d  
(mm)\n",(int)(rangY*0.95));  
outtext(buffer);  
settextcolor(9);  
settextposition(10,1);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nEnter your choice (1-6):");  
outtext(buffer);  
ch2  = getche();  
if  (  ch2 ==  '1'  )  goto PITCH;  
if  (  ch2 ==  '2'  )  goto FEET;  
if  (  ch2 ==  '3'  )  goto BODY;  
if  (  ch2 ==  '4'  )  goto TWIST;  
if  (  ch2 ==  '5'  )  goto LINK;  
if  (  ch2 ==  '6'  )  goto END;  
sprintf(buffer,"\nError  Try again (1-6)\n");  !  
outtext(buffer);  
sound();  goto BEGIN;  
PITCH:  
setpitch(0);  
goto BEGIN;  
FEET:  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"Old Foot Position\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
for  ( i=1  ; i<4  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"ts foot (X,Y):( 16.1f,16.1f  
)mm\n",locat[i],footX[i]*5,footY[i]*5);  
_outtext(buffer);  }  
sprintf(buffer,"Body Height (Z): 16.1f mm\n",massZ*5);  
outtext(buffer);  
outtext("\n");  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
_outtext( "Do you want to change (y/n)  :  ");  
ch4=getch();  
if( ch4 == 'n'  11  ch4 == 'N'  )  goto BEGIN;  
explain();  98 
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"Enter New Foot Position  \n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
for  ( i=1  ; i<4  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\nts foot (X,Y): ",locat[i]);  
outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
footX[i] = renew(footX[i]*5);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"t6.11f ,",footX[i]);  
outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
footY[i] = renew(footY[i]*5);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer," t6.11f",footY[i]); _outtext(buffer);  
footX[i] = footX[i]/5;  
footY[i] = footY[i]/5;  
footX[i+3] = -footX[i];  
footY[i+3] = footY[i];  }  
sprintf(buffer,"\nBody height  (Z)  :");  
_outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
massZ = renew(massZ*5);  
settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer," t6.11f",massZ); _outtext(buffer);  
massZ = massZ/5;  
flag = check();  
if  (  flag == 1  )  goto FEET;  
ftable = fopen("feet.cof","w");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf tlf ",footX[i],footY[i]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf ",massZ);  
fclose(ftable);  
initial();  
goto BEGIN;  
BODY:  
ftable = fopen("body.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf elf %lf  
",&orgX[i],&orgY[i],&orgZ[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"Old Body-Coxa Position (mm)\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
for  ( i=1  ; i<4  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"ts foot (X,Y,Z):\n( t6.1f,t6.1f,t6.1f,  
)\n",locat[i],orgX[i]*5,or} gY[i]*5,orgZ[i]*5);  
outtext(buffer);  
outEext("\n");  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  99 
outtext("Do you want to change (y/n)  ");  :  
ch4=getch();  
if( ch4 == 'n'  II  ch4 == 'N'  )  goto BEGIN;  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"Enter New Body-Coxa Position  \n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
for  ( i=1  ; i<4  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\nts (X,Y,Z):",locat[i]);  
outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
orgX[i] = renew(orgX[i]*5);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"t6.11f,",orgX[i]); _outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
orgY[i] = renew(orgY[i]*5);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"t6.11f,",orgY[i]); _outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
orgZ[i] = renew(orgZ[i]*5);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"t6.11f",orgZ[i]); _outtext(buffer);  
orgX[i] = orgX[i]/5;  
orgY[i] = orgY[i]/5;  
orgZ[i] = orgZ[i]/5;  
orgX[i+3] = -orgX[i];  
orgY[i+3] = orgY[i];  
orgZ[i+3] = orgZ[i];  }  
flag = check();  
if  (  flag == 1  )  goto BODY;  
for  i=1  i<7  ;  i++  body_H[i] = orgZ[i];  ( ;  )  
ftable = fopen("body.cof","w");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf tlf tlf ",orgX[i],orgY[i],orgZ[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
setpitch(1);  
initial();  
goto BEGIN;  
TWIST:  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"Enter New Body-Coxa Twist Angle\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
Tor  ( i=o  ; i<3  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\nts leg  ( %c, %c)  :  (t6.11f,  
t6.11f)",locat[i+1],cht,cha,theta[i]/rad,alphafil/rad);  
_outtext(buffer);  }  
outtext("\n\n");  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
_outtext( "Do you want to change (y/n)  ");  :  
ch4=getch();  
if( ch4 == 'n'  II  ch4 == 'N'  )  goto BEGIN;  
explain();  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  100 
sprintf(buffer,"Enter New Body-Coxa Twist Angle\n");  
_outtext(buffer);  
for  ( i=0  ; i<3  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\nts leg (%c, %c)  :  
",locat[i+1],cht,cha);  
_outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
theta[i] = renew(theta[i] /rad);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"%6.11f, ",theta[i]);  
outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
alpha[i] = renew(alpha[i] /rad);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"%6.11f",alpha[i]); _outtext(buffer);  
theta[i] = theta[i]*rad;  
alpha[i] = alpha[i]*rad;  }  
initial();  
ftable = fopen("twist.cof","w");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<3  ; i++)  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf tlf ",theta[i],alpha[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
goto BEGIN;  
LINK:  
for  ( i=0  ; i<3  ; i++)  
{ cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"Old is leg parameters  
:\n",locat[i+1]);  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"  Length(mm)  Joint Max.  
Min.(deg)\n",j+1);  
_outtext(buffer);  
for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"Link-td  t6.1f  t6.1f  
P66.1f\n",j+1,Link_Length[i][j]*5,Joint_max[i][j]/rad,Joint_m  
in [i] [j ] /rad) ;  
_outtext(buffer);  }  
outtext("\n");  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
_outtext( "Do you want to change (y/n)  ");  :  
ch4=getch();  
if( ch4 == 'n'  11  ch4 == 'N'  )  goto NEXT;  
explain();  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"New Pss leg parameters  :  
\n",locat[i+1]);  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"  Length(mm)  Joint Max.  
Min.(deg)\n",j+1);  
_outtext(buffer);  
for  ( j=0  ;  j<3  ;  j++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"Link-td  ",j+1); _outtext(buffer);  101 
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
Link_Length[i][j] = renew(Link_Length[i][j]*5);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"16.11f ",Link_Length[i][j]);  
outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
Joint_max[i][j] = renew(Joint_max[i][j] /rad);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
sprintf(buffer,"  t6.11f  ",Joint_max[i][j]);  
outtext(buffer);  
oldpos = _gettextposition();  
Joint min[i][j] = renew(Joint_min[i][j]/rad);  
_settextposition( oldpos.row, oldpos.col );  
-gprintf(buffer,"  16.11f\n",Joint min[i][j]);  
outtext(buffer);  
Link_Length[i][j] = Link_Length[i][j]/5;  
Joint_max[i][j] = Joint_max[i][j]*rad;  
Joint min[i][j] = Joint_min[i][j]*rad;  
} 
NEXT:  
flag = check();  
if  ( flag == 1  ) goto LINK;  }  
ftable = fopen("link.cof","w");  
for  ( i=0  ; i<3  ; i++)  
for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++)  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf %lf %lf  
",Link_Length[i][j],Joint_max[i][j],Joint_min[i][j]);  
fclose(ftable);  
initial () ;  
goto BEGIN;  
END:  
printf("\n");  
/* This function check the linkage constraints when new  
configuration parameters entered.  */  
check()  
{	  int i,j,flag;  
double link_sum,distance;  
char buffer[80];  
static char *locat[3]={"Front ","Middle"," Hind "};  
flag = 0; cls();  
for  ( i=0  ; i<3  ; i++  )  
{ link_sum = 0.0; distance  = 0;  
for  j=0  ; j<3  j++  )  (	 ;  
link sum += Link Length[i][j];  
distance =  
sqrt(pow(footX[i+1]-orgX[i+1],2)+pow(footY[i+1]-orgY[i+1],2)  102 
+pow(massZ+orgZ[i+1],2));  
/*  sprintf(buffer,"link=t8.21f  
dist=t8.21f\n",link_sum*5,distance*5);  
outtext(buffer);  */  
if  (  link_sum < distance  )  
{ _settextcolor(4);  
sprintf(buffer, " \n %s feet pair position longer than  
\nLeg-link limit !\n",locat[i]);  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Please prolong the ts-legs-links or  
\nreduce foot-position !\n",locat[i]);  
outtext(buffer);  
settextcolor(9);  
Tlag = 1;  
getch(); }}  
return(flag);  
} 
/* This function sets body pitch angle. */  
setpitch(int edit)  
{	  int i,j,k,flag;  
double orgPX[7],orgPY[7],orgPZ[7];  
char buffer[40];  
if  (  edit == 1  )  goto EDIT;  
PITCH:  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nPitch Angle now is  
:16.21f\n",pitch*180/3.14159);  
outtext(buffer);  
_outtext( " \nEnter the New Pitch Angle  ");  :  
scanf("tlf",&pitch);  
pitch = pitch * 3.14159/180;  
EDIT:  
ftable = fopen("body.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf tlf elf  
",&orgPX[i],&orgPY[i],&orgPZ[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
for  i=1; i<7; i++)  (  
{ orgY[i] = orgPY[i]* cos(pitch)  orgPZ[i]*  
sin(pitch);  
orgZ[i] = orgPY[i]* sin(pitch) + orgPZ[i]*  
cos(pitch);  
flag = check();  
if  (  flag == 1  )  goto PITCH;  
ftable = fopen("pitch.cof","w");  
for  ( 1=1  ; i<7  ; i++)  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf %lf elf ",orgX[i],orgY[i],orgZ[i]);  
fprintf(ftable,"tlf ",pitch) ;  103 
fclose(ftable);  
initial();  
}  
explain()  
{  _settextposition( 13,1 );  
settextcolor(14);  
outtext("Press Enter for the parameters you  do not  
want to change.");  
settextcolor(9);  
}  
FILE *fpinF,*fpinM,*fpinH;  
/* This function calculates transform matrix used by inverse  
kinematic equations.  */  
matrix()  
{  int i,j;  
(  for  i=0; i<3; i++)  
{ R[i][1] =  cos(theta[i]);  
R[i][4] =  sin(theta[i])*cos(pitch);  
R[i][7] =  sin(theta[i])*sin(pitch);  
R[i][2] = -cos (alpha[i])*sin(theta[i]);  
R[i][5] =  cos(alpha[i])*cos(theta[i])*cos(pitch)-
sin(alpha[i])*sin(pitch);  
R[i][8] = sin(alpha[i])*cos(pitch)+sin(pitch)*  
sin(theta[i])*cos(alpha[i]);  
R[i][3] =  sin(alpha[i])*sin(theta[i]);  
R[i][6] = -sin (alpha[i])*cos(theta[i])*cos(pitch)  
-sin (pitch)*cos(alpha[i]);  
R[i][9] =  cos(alpha[i])*cos(pitch)-sin(pitch)*  
cos(theta[1])*sin(alpha[1]);  
/* Inverse kinematic equations. */  
inverse( int sque,int Leg,double px,double py,double  
pz,double *jx,double *jy,double *jz)  
{  int  i,j,flag_Tl,flag_T2,flag_T3,flag_link;  
double jpx,jpy,jpz,opx,opy,opz,cpx,cpy,cpz;  
double T1,T2,T3,sinT3,cosT3,T3plus,link2,1ink3,deg;  
static char *locat[3]={"Front","Middle","Hind"};  
char buff[42];  
pz = -pz;  
Leg = Leg-1;  
deg = 180/3.14159;  
opx = R [Leg] [1] *px+R [Leg] [4] *py+R [Leg] [7] *pz;  
opy = R [Leg] [2] *px+R [Leg] [5] *py+R [Leg] [8] *pz;  
opz = R [Leg] [3] *px+R [Leg] [6] *py+R [Leg] [9] *pz;  104 
T1 = atan2(opy,opx);  
if  (  T1 > Joint_max[Leg][0]  T1 < Joint_min[Leg][0])  
{ if  (  flag_T1 == 0  )  
{ _settextposition(11,1); _settextcolor(4);  
sprintf(buff,"\n%s Leg Joint Angel 1 over limit   !  
\n",locat[Leg]);  
outtext(buff);  
sprintf(buff,"T1 =%6.21f, limit(%6.21f, %6.21f)  
\n",T1*deg,Joint_max[Leg][0]*deg,Joint_min[Leg][0] *deg);  
outtext(buff); 
_settextcolor(9);  _outtext( "Press Space Bar to 
continue. "); 
flag_T1 = 1;  getch();  }} 
else flag_T1 = 0; 
cosT3 =  
(opx*opx+opy*opy+opz*opz-pow(Link_Length[Leg][1],2)-pow(Link  
Length[Leg][2],2))/(2*Link Length[Leg][1]*Link_Length[Leg][  
2]);  
if  (  cosT3 > 1.0   )  
{ cosT3 = 1.0;  
if  ( flag_link == 0  )  
{ _settextposition(11,1);  settextcolor(4);  
sprintf(buff,"\n%s Leg swing over limit   !  
\n",locat[Leg]);  
_outtext(buff);  
sprintf(buff,"px,py,pz = %6.21f, %6.21f,  
%6.21f\n",px,py,pz);  
outtext(buff);  
settextcolor(9);  _outtext( "Press Space Bar to  
continue. ");  
flag_link = 1;  getch();  }  }  
else flag_link = 0;  
sinT3 = -sqrt(1.0-pow(cosT3,2));  
T3 = atan2(sinT3,cosT3);  
if  ( Leg != 0  ) T3plus = T3 + PI;  
else  T3plus = T3;  
if  ( T3plus > Joint_max[Leg][2]  11 T3plus <  
Joint_min[Leg][2]  )  
{ if  ( flag_T3 == 0  )  
{ _settextposition(11,1); _settextcolor(4);  
sprintf(buff,"\n%s-Leg Joint Angle 3 over limit  
\n",locat[Leg]); 
!  
outtext(buff);  _ 
sprintf(buff,"T3 =%6.21f, limit(t6.21f, t6.21f)  
\n",T3*deg,Joint_max[Leg][2]*deg,Joint_min[Leg][2]*deg);  
outtext(buff);  
_settextcolor(9);  _outtext( "Press Space Bar to  
continue. ");  
flag_T3 = 1;  getch();  }}  
else flag_T3 = 0;  105 
T2 =  atan2(opz,sgrt(opx* opx +opy *opy))- atan2(Link_Length  
[Leg][2]*sin(T3),Link Length[Leg][1]+Link Length[Leg][2]*cos  
(T3));  
if  (  T2 > Joint_max[Leg][1]  II T2 < Joint_min[Leg][1])  
{  if  flag_T2 == 0  ( )  
{ _settextposition(11,1); _settextcolor(4);  
sprintf(buff,"\nts Leg Joint Angle 2 over limit  
!\n",locat[Leg]);  
outtext(buff);  
sprintf(buff,"T2 =t6.21f, limit(t6.21f, t6.21f)  
\n",T2*deg,Joint_max[Leg][1]*deg,Joint_min[Leg][1]*deg);  
outtext(buff);  
_settextcolor(9);  outtext("Press Space Bar to  
continue.");  
flag_T2 = 1;  getch();  }}  
else flag_T2 = 0;  
jpx = cos(T1)*cos(T2)*Link_Length[Leg][1];  
jpy = sin(T1)*cos(T2)*LinkLength[Leg][1];  
jpz =  sin(T2) *Link _Length[Leg][1];  
*jx = R [Leg] [1] *jpx+R [Leg] [2] *jpy+R [Leg] [3] *jpz;  
*jy = R [Leg] [4] *jpx+R [Leg] [5] *jpy+R [Leg] [6] *jpz;  
*j z = R [Leg] [7] *jpx+R [Leg] [8] *jpy+R [Leg] [9] *jpz;  
if  ( sque == 1  )  
fprintf(fpinF,"\ntlf tlf tlf",T1*deg,T2*deg,T3*deg);  
if  ( sque == 2  )  
fprintf(fpinM,"\ntlf tlf tlf",T1*deg,T2*deg,T3*deg);  
if  ( sque == 3  )  
fprintf(fpinH, " \n %lf tlf tlf",T1*deg,T2*deg,T3*deg);  
*jz = -*jz;  
} 
/* The two function below detect work space of leg along  
walking direction.  */  
work_space()  
{ double px,py,pz,T1,T2,T3,sign,gain;  
int Leg,newY,rangY;  
char buff[80];  
rangY = 10000;  
for  ( sign = 0.5  ;  sign >-0.7  sign -=1){  ;  
for  (  Leg=0  ;  Leg<3  ;  Leg++  )  
{ gain = 0;  
px = footX[Leg+1]-orgX[Leg+1];  
py = footY[Leg+1)-orgY[Leg+1];  
pz = massZ +orgZ[Leg +l];  106 
do { gain = gain + sign;  
space(Leg,px,py+gain,pz,&T1,&T2,&T3);  
if ( Leg != 0  ) T3 += PI;  
}  
while  ( T1 <Joint_max[Leg][0] && T1>Joint_min[Leg][0] &&  
T2 <Joint_max[Leg] [1]  && T2 >Joint_min[Leg] [1]  &&  
T3<Joint_max[Leg] [2]  && T3>Joint_min[Leg][2] );  
newY = (int)((fabs(gain)-0.5) * 10);  
if  ( newY < rangY )  rangY = newY;  
1 } 
return( rangY );  
} 
space(int Leg,double px,double py,double pz,double  
*T1,double *T2,double *T3)  
{  int  i,j;  
double opx,opy,opz,sinT3,cosT3;  
pz = -pz;  
opx = R [Leg] [1] *px+R [Leg] [4] *py+R [Leg] [7] *pz ;  
opy = R [Leg] [2] *px+R [Leg] [5] *py+R [Leg] [8] *pz;  
opz = R [Leg] [3] *px+R [Leg] [6] *py+R [Leg] [9] *pz;  
*T1 = atan2(opy,opx);  
cosT3 =  
(opx*opx+opy*opy+opz*opz-pow(Link_Length[Leg][1],2)-pow(Link  
_Length[Leg][2],2))/(2*Link_Length[Leg][1]*Link_Length[Leg][  
2]);  
sinT3 = -sqrt(1.0-pow(cosT3,2));  
*T3 = atan2(sinT3,cosT3);  
*T2 =  
-atan2(opz,sqrt(opx*opx+opy*opy))-atan2(Link Length[Leg][2]*  
sin(*T3),Link Length[Leg][1]+Link_Length[LegT[2]*cos(*T3));  
}  
/* The two function below generate waring signal.  */  
sound()  
{ int  delay,i,j;  
char bee;  
outp(0x43,0xb6);  /* set frequence */  
outp(0x42,5);  
outp(0x42,5);  
for  (  j=1; j<3; j++)  {  
bee = inp(0x61);  /* turn on */  
outp(Ox61,bee13);  
for( delay=3000; delay>0; delay-- )  107 
for( i=1; i<100; i++ );  
bee = inp(0x61);  /* turn off */  
outp(0x61,bee&Oxfc);  
} 
renew(double para)  
{ char vari[20],check,buf[40];  
double number;  
int i;  
BEGIN:  
i=0;  
while( (vari[i]=getche())  != '\r'  )  i + =1;  
if( vari[0] == '\r'  )  return(para);  
else  
{	  i=0;  
while( (check = vari[i])  != '\r'  )  
{ if( check>57 II check<45)  { sound(); goto BEGIN;  
i+=1;  
number = (double)atof(vari);  
return (number) ;  
/* Straight line locomotion design. */  
input( int *foot, int *totalstep, double *totaltime)  
{ double Ku,K1,Kp,Bu,B1,Af_min,Dk,Ds,Tk,Stroke,dub;  
int feet,Num,i,j,rangY,sul;  
char chl,ch3,buffer[80];  
BEGIN:  
cisO;  
rangY = work_space();  
sprintf(buffer,"How many feet moving? (1-3)  ");  :  
_outtext(buffer);  
scanf("td",&feet);  
if  (  feet > 3  II  feet < 1  )  { sound(); goto BEGIN;  }  
settextcolor(14);  
sprintf(buffer,"\n\nSuggested Foot Stroke is t4d  
(mm)\n",(int)(rangY*0.95));  
_outtext(buffer);  
Bl = 1.0  (double)(feet/6.0);  
Ku = (1-B1)*(1-B1)/(4*B1);  
_settextcolor(11);  
_outtext( "Body  Velocity  Feet  Acceleration\n");  
settextcolor(14);  
Yor ( Vb=5  ; Vb<31 ; Vb + =5)  
{ Af_min = Vb*Vb*(1.0+1.0/Ku)/((double)(rangY)/10);  
sprintf(buffer,"t6.21f(mm/sec)  
%8.21f(mm/secA2)\n",Vb*10,Afmin*10);  108 
_outtext(buffer);  }  
settextcolor(9);  
outtext("\nPress Enter to continue");  
getche();  
cls();  
sprintf(buffer,"How many feet moving? (1-3)  td",feet);  :  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nSuggested Foot Stroke (td mm):  
",(int)(rangY*0.95)); _outtext(buffer);  
scanf("tlf",&Stroke);  
while  ( Stroke <= 0  )  
{ sound(); _settextposition(2,35); scanf("tlf",&Stroke);  
}  
Stroke 1= 10;  
sprintf(buffer,"\nTotal Walking Distance (mm)  ");  :  
outtext(buffer);  
scanf(" tlf",&Dk);  
Dk /= 10;  
RETRY:  
sprintf(buffer,"\nBody Velocity,  Vb (mm/sec)  :  ") ;  
outtext(buffer);  
scanf(" tlf",&Vb);  
Vb /= 10;  
ACCEL:  
Af min = Vb*Vb*(1.0+1.0/Ku)/Stroke;  
sprintf(buffer,"\nFoot Acceleration, Af (mm /sec'2)  
Af > t7.21f mm/secA2  ",Af_min*10);  ) :  
_outtext(buffer);  
scanf(" tlf",&Af);  
Af /= 10;  
if  ( Af < Af min )  
{ _settextcolor(4);  sound();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nFoot Acceleration is too low,  
increases it\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
settextcolor(9);  
goto ACCEL;  }  
dub = Stroke  Vb*Vb/Af;  
if  ( dub <= 0.0  )  
{  settextcolor(4);  sound();  _ 
sprintf(buffer,"\nStep distance over foot stroke  
limit,\n"); _outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Increase Af or decrease Vb\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
_settextcolor(9);  
goto RETRY;  }  
Kl = Vb*Vb/(Af*dub);  
Bu = 1 + 2*K1-2*sqrt(K1*(K1+1));  
if  ( Bu < Bl  )  109 
{ _settextcolor(4);  sound();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nI don't want to run, Ok!\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Increase Af or decrease Vb\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
_settextcolor(9);  
goto RETRY;  }  
RETRY1:  
if  (  Ku-Kl < 0.0009  )  
{ Kp = Ku;  
sprintf(buffer,"\nKp equal to 16.4f. ",Ku);  
outtext(buffer);  }  
else  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\nInput Kp (16.4f to t6.4f)  ",K1,Ku);  :  
outtext(buffer);  
scanf (" tlf",&Kp);  
if  ( Kp < Kl  II Kp > Ku )  
{  settextcolor(4);  sound();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nKp OUT OF LIMIT, TRY AGAIN !\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
_settextcolor(9);  
goto RETRY1;  } }  
Bu = 1 + 2*Kp-2*sqrt(Kp*(Kp+1));  
RETRY2:  
if  ( Bu -B1 < 0.0009  )  
{ Bp = Bu;  
sprintf(buffer,"\nBp equal to 16.4f. ",Bu);  
outtext(buffer);  }  
else  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\nSupporting Factor Bp\n(16.4f to  
16.4f)  H,B1,Bu);  
_outtext(buffer);  
scanf("tlf",&Bp);  
if  ( Bp < Bl  II Bp > Bu   )  
{ _settextcolor(4);  sound();  
sprintf(buffer,"\nBp OUT OF LIMIT, TRY AGAIN !\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
_settextcolor(9);  
goto RETRY2;  
Mp = (1-Bp)*(1-Bp)/(4*Bp*Kp);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nMp=16.4f  Kp*Mp=16.4f \n",Mp,Kp*Mp);   ,  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"For walking, Kp*Mp < 0.125 !\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nDo you want to  change ?  (y/n):");  
_outtext(buffer);  
chl = getche();  
if  (  chl == 'y'  II  chl == 'Y'  )  {  cls(); goto RETRY;  }  
dub = Vb*Vb/(Af*Kp);  
Ds = dub/Bp;  110 
if( Mp <= 1) Vf = 2 *Vb *Mp /(1 -Bp);  
else Vf = 2*Vb*(Mp-sqrt(Mp*(Mp-1)))/(1-BP);  
Num = ceil(Dk/Ds);  
if ( Num < 3  ) Num = 3;  
Ds = Dk/Num;  
Ts = Ds/Vb;  
Tw = Ts*(1-Bp);  
Tk = Ts*(Num+1);  
Ab = Vb/Ts;  
*foot = feet;  
*totalstep = Num+1;  
*totaltime = Tk;  
for  (  i.0; i<481; i++  )  High[i]=0.0;  
feetstep( feet,Bp );  
difference( feet );  
for  (  i=1; i<7; i++) rank[i]=i;  
ftable = fopen("rank.cof","w");  
for  ( i=1  ; i < 7  ; i++)  
fprintf(ftable,"%d ",rank[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
} 
/* This function calculates each step length for each leg.*/  
feetstep( int feet, double beta )  
{ double A[30],B[30];  
double Atime,Btime,Absol,Asum,Vj,Vjf,Vj1=0;  
int i,j,k,l,n=1;  
for  (  i=1  ;  i<51  ;  i++  )  Dstep[i] = 0.0;  
Body[0] = 0.0;  zhigh_call = 0;  
skip_step = 0;  shift_step = 0;  
fact  = 6/feet;  
Absol = fabs(beta-1.0+feet/6.0);  
Atime = Absol * Ts;  
if  ( Atime < 0.0001  )  Atime = 0.0;  
Btime =  1.0-Bp )  * Ts;  (  
for  (  i=1  ;  i<3*fact+1  ;  i++)  
{ Vjf = (i/(double)fact  Absol) *Ts*Ab;  
Vj  = (i/(double)fact) *Ts*Ab;  
if  ( Vjf >= Vb ) Vjf = Vb;  
if  ( Vj >= Vb )  Vj = Vb;  
B[i] = Btime * (Vjl+Vjf)/2.0;  
A[i] = Atime * (Vjf+Vj)/2.0;  
Body[i] = Body[i-1]+A[i]+B[i];  
k = i+l-fact;  
if  ( k < 1  )  k = 1;  
Asum = 0.0;  
for  ( 1=k  ;  1<i+1  ;  1++)  
Asum = Asum + A[1];  
if  ( i <= fact  )  111 
{ Dsf[i]  = fact*B[i]+ (fact/2.0-1.0) *A[i]+ Asum;  
Dstep[i] = Dsf[i];  }  
else  
{ Dsf[i]. fact*  
B[i]+(fact/2.0-1.0)*(A[i]-A[i-fact])+Asum;  
Dstep[i] = Dstep[i-fact] + Dsf[i];  }  
n=n+1;  
Vjl = Vj;  
} 
for  (  i=3*fact+1  ;  i<4*fact+1  ;  i++  )  
{ Vjf =  ( Bp  (double)(i-(3*fact+1))/(double)fact  
*Ts*Ab; 
)  
Vj  =  (  1.0 - (double)(i-3*fact)/(double)fact )  
*Ts*Ab;  
if  ( Vjf < 0.0  Vjf = 0.0;  )  
B[i] = Btime * (Vjl+Vjf)/2.0;  
A[i] = Atime * (Vjf+Vj)/2.0;  
Body[i] = Body[i-1]+A[i]+B[i];  
if  ( Atime == 0  )  
{ Dsf[i]  = Dsf[4*fact+1-i];  
Dstep[i] = Dstep[i-fact] + Dsf[i];  }  
else  
{ divres = div(i,fact);  
1 = divres.rem-1;  
if  ( 1 < 0  ) 1 = fact  1;  
Dsf[i] = ((1.0-(1.0-beta)/2-(1.0/fact)*1))*Ts*Ts*Ab;  
Dstep[i] = Dstep[i-fact] + Dsf[i];  
n=n+1;  
Vjl = Vj;  }  
if  ( Atime == 0  )  
{ k = 4*fact+1;  
1 = 1;  
else  
{ k = 8*fact+1;  
1 = 2;  
ftable = fopen("temp.rec","w");  
n = 0;  
for  ( i=1  ; i<k  ;  i =i +l  )  
{ n = n+1;  
fprintf(ftable,"%8.41f \n",Body[n]-A[n]);  
if  ( Atime != 0.0  )  
fprintf(ftable,"%8.41f \n",Body[n]);  
} 
fclose(ftable);  
} 112 
/* This function uses analytical function to generate  
desired path then interpolates the path by selected velocity  
profile.  */  
difference(int feet)  
{ double Dbl,Ts2,Df[7];  
double  
L,y,z,py,pz, step, tl, t2, Fpo ,oldFpo,deta,interv,Stepsize;  
double  
phi,deta_phi,sub_deta,sy,sz,spy,spz,Tacc,deta_Fpo,Af_total;  
double  
posl,pos2,detal,deta2,deta3,timl,tim2,tim3,Fx,Gx,segma,vell,  
vel2,accl,acc2,atl,at2,vtl,vt2;  
double dim,r1,r2,mu,thea,subsum,factor,a,b,c;  
int i,j,k,m,iter,count,total;  
char chl,buf[40];  
cls();  
_outtext(" Choose foot trajectory   :  
outtext(" 1. Ellipse \n");  
outtext(" 2. Rectangle \n ");  _outtext("  
= getch();  
while  (  traj > 50  II  traj < 49  )  { sound(); traj  =  
getch();  }  
settextposition(0,28);  
sprintf(buf,"Wc",traj);  _outtext(buf);  
settextposition(3,1);  
_outtext ( " \n  ") ;  
_outtext( " \n Choose velocity profile  :  \n");  
_outtext(" 1. 5th  polynomial eq.\n");  
_outtext(" 2. 6th  polynomial eq.\n");  
outtext(" 3. 4-3-4 polynomial eq.\n ");  
-Pro_V = getch();  
while  Pro V > 51  II Pro_V < 49  )  { sound(); Pro V =  (  
getch();  }  
_settextposition(5,28);  
sprintf(buf,"Wc",Pro_V);  outtext(buf);  
settextposition(8,1);  
outtext("\n  ") ;  
outtext("\nMax. height above ground.(mm): ");  
scanf("Wlf",&max_high);  
if  ( traj == '1'  )  
{ _outtext("\nShift factor  (  1 to -1  )  :  ") ;  
settextcolor(14);  m=28;  
outtext("\nUse 0 for half-ellipse path, other  
fortrochoidal path.");  
else { _outtext( " \nRounded edge radius  (  1 to 0.1  )  :  ");  
m =36;  }  
_settextposition(11,m);  settextcolor(9);  
scanf("tlf",&slipt);  113 
a = Dsf[2*fact] /2.0;  b = max_high/5;  c = slipt;  
switch(traj)  
{ case '1':  
dim = -a;  rl = 3*dim/2;  r2 = -r1/3;  mu = dim*c/4;  
L = 0;  pz = 0;  py = -a;  j  = 0;  
for  (  i=0; i<721; i++   )  
{ thea = 2*P1-i*PI/720;  
y = dim*cos(thea)+mu*cos(dim*thea/r2)-mu;  
z = (dim*sin(thea)+mu*sin(dim*thea/r2))*b/a;  
L += sqrt( pow(y-py,2) + pow(z-pz,2));  
py = y;  pz = z;  
break;  
case '2':  
c = c*b;  
L = 2*(b-c) + 2*(a-c) + PI*c;  
break;  
}  
intery = Ts/120;  
oldFpo = 0;  py = -a;  pz = 0;  
sub_deta = 0;  spy = py;  spz = pz;  
step = 0;  j  = 0;  phi = 2*PI;  tl = 0;  
if  ( Pro_V == '3'  )  
{ _settextposition(12,1);  
sprintf(buf, "Mp= '5.31f do you want to change  
(y/n):",MP);  
_outtext(buf);  
do { chl = getch(); _settextposition(12,38);  
sprintf(buf,"tc\n",chl);  _outtext(buf);  }  
while(!( chl=='y'  11  chl=='Y'  11 chl== 'n'  II  
chl=='N'));  
if  (  chl=='y'  11  chl=='Y'  )  
do { _settextposition(13,1);  
_outtext( "Input Mp  ( Mp > 1  )  :  
_settextposition(13,23);  scanf("tlf",&Mp);  
}  
while( Mp < 1 );  
Af_total = Mp*4.0*L/(Tw*Tw);  
Tacc =  ( Tw  sqrt(pow(Tw,2)-4.0*L/(Af_total)))/2.0;  
post  = Af_total*Tacc*Tacc/2.0;  pos2  = L-posl;  
detal = posi;  deta2 = pos2 -posl;  
deta3 = pos1;  
timi  = Tacc;  tim2  = Tw  2.0*Tacc;  
tim3  = Tacc;  }  
for  (  i=0  ;  i<62; i++  )  
{ step = i*interv;  
switch(Pro V)  
{ case '1':  
if  (  i <= 120*(1-Bp)  )  
{	  t2 = step/Tw;  
Fpo = (6*t2*t2-15*t2+10)*L*pow(t2,3);  114 
else Fpo = L;  
break;  
case '2':  
if  (  i <= 120*(1-Bp)  )  
{  t2 = step/Tw;  
Fpo = (-10*t2*t2*t2+36*t2*t2-45*t2+20)*L*pow(t2,3);  
}  
else Fpo = L;  
break;  
case '3':  
Fx =  
2.0*detal*(4.0+2.0*tim3/tim2+(2.0*tim3+3.0*tim2)/tim1)-(deta  
2*timl/tim2)*(3.0+tim3/tim2)+2.0*deta3*timl/tim3;  
Gx = tim3/tim2 + 2.0*tim3/timl + 2.0 + 3.0*tim2/timl;  
segma = Fx/Gx;  
veil = (4.0*detal-segma)/timl;  
acct = (12.0*detal-6.0*segma)/(timl*timl);  
ve12 = 3.0*deta2/tim2  2.0*vell  acci *tim2 /2.0;  
acct = 6.0*deta2/(tim2*tim2)  6.0 *veil /tim2  
2.0*accl*tim2;  
if  ( step <= Tacc )  
{  t2 = step/Tacc;  
Fpo =  ( detal-segma )*pow(t2,4)+segma*pow(t2,3);  }  
else  
{  if  step <= Tw-Tacc  ( )  
{ t2 = (step  Tacc)/(Tw-2.0*Tacc);  
Fpo =  
(deta2-vell*tim2-accl*tim2*tim2/2.0)*pow(t2,3) +  
accl*pow(tim2*t2,2)/2.0 + vell*tim2*t2 + pos1;  }  
else  
{  if  step <= Tw )  (  
{ t2 =  (  step  Tw + Tacc )/Tacc;  
Fpo =  
(9.0*deta3-4.0*ve12*tim3-acc2*tim3*tim3/2.0)*pow(t2,4)+(3.0*  
ve12*tim3-8.0*deta3)*pow(t2,3)+acc2*pow(tim3*t2,2)/2.0+ve12*  
tim3*t2+pos2;}  
else Fpo = L;  
}  } break;  
)  
switch(traj)  {  
case '1':  
deta_phi =  (  Fpo  oldFpo )  * PI / L;  
sub sum = 0;  sub_deta = 0;  iter  1;  
while( (sub_deta+subsum) < (Fpo-oldFpo) && iter < 2   )  
{ sub deta += sub sum;  
spy = sy;  spz = sz;  
phi -= deta_phi/3.0;  
sy = dim*cos(phi)+mu*cos(dim*phi/r2)-mu;  
sz = (dim*sin(phi)+mu*sin(dim*phi/r2))*b/a;  
sub_sum = sqrt( pow(sy-spy,2) + pow(sz-spz,2));  
iter += 1;  
}  115 
sub_sum = sub deta;  sub_deta;  
deta_phi =  (  oldFpo  sub_sum )  * PI / L;  
phi -= deta_phi;  
AGAIN:  
sy = dim*cos(phi)+mu*cos(dim*phi/r2)-mu;  
sz = (dim*sin(phi)+mu*sin(dim*phi/r2))*b/a;  
sub_deta = sqrt( pow(sy-spy,2) +  
pow(sz-spz,2))+sub_sum;  
deta_Fpo = Fpo-oldFpo-sub deta;  
if  (  fabs(deta Fpo) > 0.0(7)0005  )  
{ phi -= (deta_Fpo *PI /L);  
goto AGAIN;  
break;  
case '2':  
if  ( Fpo <= (b-c)  )  { sy = -a; sz = Fpo;  }  
else  
{ if  (  Fpo <= (b-c)+PI*c/2  )  
{ deta_Fpo = Fpo  (b-c);  phi = PI-deta_Fpo/c;  
sy = -a+c+c*cos(phi);  sz = (b-c) +c*sin(phi);  }  
else  
{  if  (  Fpo <= (b-c) +2*(a-c)+PI*c/2  )  
{ deta_Fpo = Fpo  (b-c)  PI*c/2;  
sy = -a+c+deta_Fpo;  sz = b;  
else  
{  if  (  Fpo <= (b-c) +2*(a-c)+PI*c   )  
{ deta_Fpo = Fpo-((b-c)+2*(a-c)+PI*c/2);  phi  
PI/2-deta_Fpo/c;  
sy = a-c+c*cos(phi);  sz = (b-c)+c*sin(phi);  
}  
else if  ( Fpo <= L  )  { sy = a;  sz = L  Fpo;  
}/}} 
break;  
}  
oldFpo = Fpo;  
spy = sy; spz = sz;  
if  (  i < 120*(1-Bp)  )  
{ Trip_F[i][0] = sy + a;  
if  ( sz < 0  ) sz = 0;  
Trip_F[i] [1]  = sz;  }  
else  
{ Trip_F[i][0] = a*2;  
Trip_F [i] [1]  = 0;  
Twl = Tw; Tsl = 0.0; High[0] = 0.0;  
total = 1; m = 1; t = 0.0;  j  = 1;  
interval = Ts/120.0;  
factor = Dsf[m]/Dsf[2*fact];  
for  ( n=0  ;  n<7  ;  n++) Df[n] = 0.0;  
for  ( i=0  ; i< 481  ; i++  )  
{	 t = i * interval;  
if  (  i <= 120  )  Db[i] = Ab*t*t/2.0;  116 
else {  if  (  i <= 360  )  
{ Dbl = Ab*Ts*Ts/2.0;  
Db[i] = Dbl + Vb*(t-Ts);  
else { Ts2 = Ts * 4.0;  
Dbl = Vb * Ts *3;  
Db[i] = Dbl - Ab*(Ts2-t)*(Ts2-t)/2.0;/}  
for  ( n=1  ;  n<fact+1  ;  n++  Diff[i][n-1] = Df[n]-Db[i];  )  
Diff[i][m-1] = Df[m] + Trip_F[j][0] * factor  Db[i];  
High[i] = Trip_F[j][1] * factor;  
if  (  High[i] < 0  )  High[i] = 0.0;  
j += 1;  
if( j  (int) (120 /fact) +1)  
{ Df [m]  += Dsf [total] ;  
total += 1;  j  = 1;  
m += 1;  if( m > fact ) m = 1;  
factor = Dsf[total]/Dsf[2*fact];  
for  ( n=1  ;  n<fact+1  ;  n++  )  
{ if (fact == 2)  
{ Diff[i][n+1] = Diff[i][n-1];  
Diff [i] [n +3]  = Diff [i] [n -1] ;  }  
if (fact == 3) Diff [i] [n +2]  = Diff [i] [n -i] ;  }  
}}  
/* This function changes step sequence. */  
sequence(int feet)  
{  int i,j;  
char ch3,buffer[80];  
ftable = fopen("rank.cof","r");  
for  ( i=1  ; i < 7  ; i++)  
fscanf(ftable,"td ",rank[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
cls();  
switch(feet)  
{ case 1:  
_outtext("\Default sequence is  ");  :  
for  ( 1 =1  ; i < 7  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"td ",rank[i]);  
outtext(buffer);  }  
sprintf(buffer,"\nRH=3,RM=2,RF=1.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"LH=6,LM=5,LF.4.\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nDo you want to change feet moving  
\nsequence ?  (y/n): ");  
_outtext(buffer);  
ch3 = getche();  117 
if  ( ch3 .. 'y'  II ch3 == 'Y'  )  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\n\nEnter the moving sequence of 
foot,\n"); 
_outtext(buffer); 
for  (  i=1; i<7; i++) scanf("td",&rank[i]);  } 
break;  
case 2:  
_outtext("\Default sequence is  ");  :  
for  ( i=1  ; i < 4  ; i++)  
{ sprintf(buffer,"td ",rank[i]);  outtext(buffer);  
}  
sprintf(buffer,"\nFront pair = 1, Mid = 2, Hind =  
3.\n");  _outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nDo you want to change feet moving  
\nsequence ?  (y/n): ");  
outtext(buffer);  
ch3 = getche();  
if  ( ch3 == 'y'  II ch3 == 'Y'  )  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\n\nEnter the moving sequence of  
feet pair\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
scanf("td %d td",&rank[1],&rank[2],&rank[3]);  
for  (  i=1; i<4; i++) rank[i+3] = rank[i]+3;  
}  
break;  
case 3:  
sprintf(buffer,"\nDefault is Right Front Leg moving  
first\n");  
outtext(buffer);  _ 
sprintf(buffer,"Do you want to change feet moving  
\nsequence ?  (y/n): ");  
_outtext(buffer);  
ch3 = getche();  
if  ( ch3 == 'y'  II ch3 == 'Y'  )  
{ sprintf(buffer,"\n\nChoose Left or Right feet first  
(L/R):\n");  
outtext(buffer);   _  
ch3 = getche();  
if  ( ch3 == '1'  II  ch3 == 'L'  )  
for  i=1; i<6; i += 2)  (  
{  j  = rank[i];  
rank[i] = rank[i+1];  
rank[i+1] = j;  }  } 
break;  
}  
ftable = fopen("rank.cof","w");  
for  ( i=1  ; i < 7  ; i++)  
fprintf(ftable,"td ",rank[i])  
fclose(ftable);  118 
} 
/* This function plots relative positions between feet and  
*/  body.  
position (void)  
{  int i,j,k,L,X_scale,Y_scale,Total,ruler,row,col,  
color,flag;  
double Absol;  
char chl,buf[40];  
flag = 0; cls();  
outtext("This function show feet position\nrelative to   _  
body in four steps.\n");  
outtext("\nChoose Line style :\n");   _  
outtext("1. Solid Line.\n");   _  
outtext("2. Dot Line.\n");   _  
chl = getche();  
if  ( chl == '2'  ) flag = 1;  
remappalette(7,_WHITE);  
_remappalette(0,_BLACK);  
L = 0;  
Absol = fabs(Bp-1.0+1.0/fact);  
if  ( Absol*Ts < 0.0001  )  Total = 4 *fact +l;  
else Total = 8 *fact +l;  
ftable = fopen("temp.rec","r");  
for  (  i=1  ;  i<Total  ;  i++  )  
fscanf(ftable,"tlf ",&Body[i]);  
fclose(ftable);  
divres = div(480,(int)Body[Total-1]);  
Xscale = divres.quot;  
divres = div(300,(int)(Vb*Ts));  
Y scale = divres.quot;   _  
clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN);  _  
settextwindow(1,1,30,80);  _  
setlogorg(80,50);  
setcolor(7);  settextcolor(6);  _ 
rectangle(_GB5RDER,0,0,480,300);   _  
setlinestyle(OxFF00);  
Tor  i=50; i<251 ;i+=50  ( )  
{  moveto(0,i);   _  
lineto(480,i);  
ruler = (150-i)*10/Y_scale;  
row = (50+i)/15;  
settextposition(row,7);  
sprintf(buf,"td",ruler);  
outtext(buf);  }  
for 7 i=60; i<421 ;i+=60   )  
{  moveto(i,3);   _  119 
lineto(i,300);  
ruler = i*10/Xscale;  
col = (80+i)/8;  
_settextposition(23,col);  
sprintf(buf,"td",ruler);  
_outtext(buf);  
settextposition(25,30);  
outtext("Body Position (mm)");  
setlinestyle(OxFFFF);  
rectangle( GBORDER,0,360,490,390);  
settextposItion(3,7); _outtext("Lead");  
settextposition(23,8); _outtext("Lag");  
settextposition(27,14); _outtext("RF-feet");  
_settextposition(27,24); _outtext("RM-feet");  
_settextposition(27,34); _outtext("RH-feet");  
_settextposition(27,44); _outtext("LF-feet");  
settextposition(27,54); _outtext("LM-feet");  
_settextposition(27,64); _outtext("LH-feet");  
Tor  ( i=1  ; i<7  ; i++  )  
{ color = rank[i];  
while  (  color > fact  )  color -= fact;  
setcolor(color+8);  
If  (  color+8 == 13  )  _setcolor(15);  
moveto(L+5,374);  
lineto(L+15,374);  
_moveto(L+5,373);  
lineto(L+15,373);  
L += 80;  }  
setcolor(7);  
setlogorg(80,200);  
moveto(0,0);  
lineto(480,0);  
for  (  i=1; i<fact+1 ;i++  )  
{ _setcolor(i+B);  
if  (  i+8 == 13  )  _setcolor(15);  
moveto(0,0);  
Tor  j=1; j<481; j++  ( )  
{  if  flag != 1  ( )  
{  
lineto((int)(Db[j]*X_scale),-(int)(Diff[j][i-1]*Y_scale));  
moveto((int)(Db[j]*X_scale),-(int)(Diff[j][i-1]*Y_scale));  
else  
setpixel((int)(Db[j]*X scale),-(int)(Diff[j][i-1]*Y scale))  
} 
}  
settextcolor(14);  
settextposition(30,26);  
_outtext( "Press Any Key back to Main Menu\n");  
getch();  120 
remappalette(0,_WHITE);  
remappalette(7,_BLACK);  
settextwindow(2,42,15,79);  
settextcolor(9);  
T  
/* This function prints parameters relating to locomotion on  
*/  screen.  
result(int N,double Tk,int *trace)  
{  int i,j;  
char chl,buffer[40];  
cls(); 
sprintf(buffer,"\nStep Time  :  I6.  4f sec\n",Ts); 
outtext(buffer); 
sprintf(buffer,"Feet Swing Time  :  t6.4f sec\n",Tw); 
outtext(buffer); 
sprintf(buffer,"Total Walking Time: %6.4f sec\n",Tk);  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Foot Acceleration  t6.2f  :  
mm/sec^2\n",Af*10);  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Foot Velocity  I6.2f  :  
mm/sec\n",Vf*10);  
outtext(buffer);  _ 
sprintf(buffer,"Body Acceleration  I6.2f  
mm/see2\n",Ab*10); 
:  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Body Velocity  I6.2f  :  
mm/sec\n",Vb*10);  
outtext(buffer);   _  
sprintf(buffer,"Max. Step Length  t6.2f mm\n",Vb*Ts*10);  :  
_outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"Total Walking Step: td\n",N);  
outtext(buffer);  
sprintf(buffer,"\nDo you want to see feet trace (y/n)? ");  
outtext(buffer);  
chl = getche();  
if( chl=='y'  II  chl=='Y'  )  *trace = 1;  
else *trace = 0;  
settextposition(11,1);  _ 
sprintf(buffer,"\nPush Enter to start animation.  
\n");  
outtext(buffer);  
getch();  
printf("\n");  
}  121 
double T[480] [3] ;  
struct videoconfig vc;  
struct SREGS segregs;  
FILE *fpinF;  
div t divres;   _  
/* This function plots path, velocity, and acceleration in  
*/  joint space for each legs.  
velocity(scaler)  
{  int i,j,k,l,m,L,row,col,leg,flag,color,joint;  
double maxT[3],baseT[3],maxV[3],maxA[3],velS,accS,angS;  
double oldT,orgT,V,oldV,A,oldA,ruler,vel,acc,interv;  
char buf[80],chl;  
static char *locat[4]={" ","Front ","Middle"," Hind "};  
flag = 1; angS=2; velS=2; accS=20; joint =l;  
settextposition(11,1);  _ 
outtext("Choose Line style :\n");  _ 
outtext("1. Solid Line.\n");   _  
outtext("2. Dot Line.\n");  _ 
chl = getch();  
if  ( chi == '2'  ) flag = 2;  
if  (  scaler == 0 )intery = 120/Ts;  
else intery = 480/Ts;  
leg = 1;  
while  ( leg < 4  )  
{ for  (  i=0; i<3  ;  i++  )  { T[0] [1] =0; maxT[i] = 0; maxV[i]  
= 0; maxA[i] = 0;  }  
if  ( scaler == 0  )  
{  if  leg == 1  fpinF = fopen("f-leg.rec","r");  ( )  
if  (  leg == 2  )  fpinF = fopen("m-leg.rec","r");  
if  (  leg == 3  )  fpinF = fopen("h-leg.rec","r");  }  
else  
{  if  leg == 1  fpinF = fopen("fs-leg.rec","r");  ( )  
if  (  leg == 2  )  fpinF = fopen("ms-leg.rec","r");  
if  (  leg == 3  )  fpinF = fopen("hs-leg.rec","r");  }  
for  i=1  ;  i<481  ;  i++  ( )  
for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++  )  
fscanf(fpinF,"tlf ",&T[i][j]);  
fclose(fpinF);  
if  (  leg == 1  )  fpinF = fopen("f-leg.rec","r");  
if  (  leg == 2  )  fpinF = fopen("m-leg.rec","r");  
if  (  leg == 3  )  fpinF = fopen("h-leg.rec","r");  
for  (  j=0  ;  j<3  ;  j++  )  fscanf(fpinF,"tlf ",&baseT[j]);  
fclose(fpinF);  
for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++  )  
{ for  i=1  ;  i<480  ;  i++  ( )  
{  if  (  i==1  )  T[0] [j]  = T[480] [j];  
oldT = fabs (T [i] [j ] -baseT [j ]  )  ;  
oldV = fabs (T [i] [j ] -T [i 1] [j ] ) *interv;  122 
oldA =  
fabs(T[i+1][j]-2*T[i][j]+T[i-1][j])*interv*interv;  
if  ( oldT > maxT[j]  maxT[j] = oldT;  )  
if  (  oldV > maxV[j] && i>2) maxV[j] = oldV;  
if  ( oldA > maxA[j] && i>4) maxA[j] = oldA;  
}  
if  ( maxT[j] <1  )  maxT[j] = 1;  
if  ( maxV[j] <1  )  maxV[j] = 1;  
if  ( maxA[j] <1  )  maxA[j] = 1;  }  
remappalette(7,_WHITE);  
remappalette(0,_BLACK);  
settextwindow(1,1,30,80);  
clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN);  
settextposition(1,35);  
sprintf(buf," is Leg ",locat[leg]); _outtext(buf);  
for  ( k=0  ;  k<310  ;  k+=145   )  
{ _setlogorg(78,k+20);  
setcolor(7);  
rectangle( GBORDER,0,0,480,100);  
setlinestyIe(OxFF00);  
Tor  i=25; i<80 ;i+=25  (   )  
{ _moveto(0,i);  
lineto(480,i);  }  
ruler = 0;  
for  (  i=60; i<421 ;i+=60  )  
{ _moveto(i,1);  
lineto(i,100);  
If (scaler == 0  ruler += (Ts/2.0);  )  
else ruler += (Ts/8.0);  
col = (80+i)/8;  
settextcolor(9);  
settextposition(9+(k+1)/16,3);  _ 
sprintf(buf,"Joint-td",joint); _outtext(buf);  
_settextposition(9+(k+1)/16,69);  
outtext("Time(sec)");  
settextposition(9+(k+1)/16,col-2);  
iprintf(buf,"t5.21f",ruler); _outtext(buf);  }  
setlogorg(78,k+70);  
setlinestyle(OxFFFF);  
moveto(0,0); _lineto(480,0);  
joint += 1; if  (  joint > 3  joint = 1;  )  
}  
setlogorg(78,445); L=0;  
_rectangle(_GBORDER,0,0,490,20);  
for ( m=1 ; m<4 ; m++  )  
{ color = m*2;  
setcolor(color);  
moveto(L+5,10);  
lineto(L+15,10);  
moveto(L+5,11);  
lineto(L+15,11);  
L += 160;  }  123 
k=0;  
for  ( j=0  ; j<3  ; j++  )  
{ if  ( maxT[j] >= 50  )  
{ divres = div((int)maxT[j],50 ); angS = divres.quot+1;  
}  
else { divres = div( 50,(int)maxT[j]  ); angS =  
1.0/(double)divres.quot+0.05;  }  
/*  divres = div(50,(int)maxT[j]);  
angS = divres.quot-1;  
if  ( angS > 10  )  angS = 10;  
if  ( angS == 0  )  angS = 1;  */  
if  ( maxV[j] > 50  )  
{ divres = div((int)maxV[j],50 ); velS = divres.quot+1;  
/  
else { divres = div( 50, (int)maxV[j]  ); velS =  
1.0/(double)divres.quot+0.05;  }  
if  ( maxA[j] > 50  )  
{ divres = div((int)maxA[j],50 ); accS  = divres.quot+1;  
} 
else { divres = div( 50,(int)maxA[j]  ); accS =  
1.0/(double)divres.quot+0.05;  }  
for  ( i=1  ; i<480  ; i++  )  
{ if  ( i==1  )  
{ orgT = baseT[j] ;  oldT = T[480][j]; oldV = 0;  
oldA = 0;  
for  ( 1=25  ; 1 <80  ; 1+=25  )  
{ ruler = orgT+(50-1)*angS;  
vel = (50-1)*velS;  
acc = (50-1)*accS;  
if  (  k==0  )  row = (30+1+k) /15;  
if  ( k==145  row = (20+1+k)/15;  )  
)  if  ( k==290  row = (10+1+k)/15;  
settextcolor(2);  
settextposition(row,6);  
gprintf(buf,"%4.01f",ruler);  outtext(buf);  
_settextposition(29,14); _outtext("Joint Angle  
(deg)");  
settextcolor(4);  _ 
settextposition(row,71);  _ 
sprintf(buf,"t4.01f",vel); _outtext(buf);  
settextposition(29,34); _outtext("Angle  _ 
Velocity");  
settextcolor(6);   _  
settextposition(row,75);   _  
sprintf(buf,"16.01f",acc); _outtext(buf);  
settextposition(29,54); _outtext("Angle  _ 
Acceleration\n");  
}}  
_settextcolor(9);  
V = (T[i][j]-oldT)*interv;  
A = (T[i+1][j]-2*T[i][j]+T[i-1][j])*interv*interv;  124 
setlogorg(78,k+70);  
setcolor(2);  
If  ( flag == 1  )  
{ _moveto(i-1,-(int)((oldT-orgT)/angS));  
_lineto(i,-(int)((T[i][j]-orgT)/angS));  }  
else _setpixel(i,-(int)((T[i][j]-orgT)/angS));  
setcolor(4);  
if  ( flag == 1 && i>1  )  
{ _moveto(i-1,-(int)(oldV/velS));  
lineto(i,-(int)(V/velS));  }  
else _setpixel(i,-(int)(V/velS));  
if  (  (A/accS)  > 49.0  )  A = accS*49.0;  
if  (  (A/accS) < -49.0  ) A = -accS*49.0;  
setcolor(6);  
if  ( flag == 1 && i>2  )  
{ _moveto(i-1,-(int)(oldA/accS));  
_lineto(i,-(int)(A/accS));  }  
else _setpixel(1,-(int)(A/accS));  
oldT = T[i][j]; oldV = V; oldA = A;1  
k += 145; if( k > 300  )  k=0;  }  
WAIT:  
chl = getch();  
if  ( chl == 0  )  
{ chl = getch();  
switch (chl)  
{ case 73: if  ( leg > 1  )  leg -= 1;  
else { sound();  goto WAIT;  }  
break;  
case 81: if  ( leg < 3  ) leg += 1;  
else { sound();  goto WAIT;  }  
break;  
default: sound();  goto WAIT;  break;  
else { if  ( chl == '\r'  ) leg = 4;  
else { sound();  goto WAIT;  
}  
remappalette(0,_WBITE);  
remappalette(7,_BLACK);  
settextwindow(2,42,15,79);  
}  125 
Appendix E.  
The magnitude and direction of velocity or acceleration  
in Cartesian space can be displayed by plotting vertical  
velocity or acceleration with respect to horizontal one.  
Several trajectories discussed in chapter 5 are selected to  
examine the Cartesian velocity and acceleration in this way.  
Figure E.1 and E.2 show half-ellipse path interpolated by  
5th order polynomial and trapezoidal velocity profiles.  
Trochoidal path with u = 0.7 interpolated by symmetrical and  
asymmetrical velocity profiles is shown in Fig. E.3 and E.4.  
The curve in these figures begin at the origin and moves  
with time increasing in the clockwise direction.  126 
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